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Small Fire Damages Bedford Building Addition
NICOLE DALES

Editor-in-Chief

A fire set back the completion of
the highly anticipated Bedford Hall'
renovations that started last year.
Shortly after 2 p.m. Mon., Aug. 23, a
construction fire broke out on the
worksite.
According to Dennis Sercombe in
Longwood's Public Relations office, the
fire was connected to some welding
work that was done on the upper level
of the building. "Apparently sparks
from the welding apparatus dropped
down to the lower floor and ignited
some insulation," Sercombe explained
He said five fire companies responded: Farmville, Prospect, HampdenSydney, Rice and Darlington Heights.
Prince Edward County Rescue Squad
responded as well. Sercombe's office
notified faculty and staff, and Vice
President of Student Affairs Tim
Pierson took care of notifying the students.
Longwood's Chief of Police Bob
Beach said there is a contractor who
oversees the overall project and then
there are subcontractors that do various parts of that construction project
He said they had a number of subcontractors installing some metal or steel
plates on the roof area of the building
and they were tacking those together
by welding them so the completion of
the roof could continue.
Beach went on to explain they were
moving along, tacking metal down and
what tney did not know is earlier in the
day there had been an insulation conSmoke pours from the Bedford construction site.

tractor on site and they had the responsibility of doing some insulation work
on the level below were the roof was
being put on.
:
"Basically these two contractors kind
of passed each other and what happened was where the insulation had
been put in, there hadn't been a very
good coordination between the contractor and subcontractor...The welding process is very hot and causes
sparks to drop down on that insulation
and caught onfire,"said Beach.
Beach said when the welders smelled
the smoke, they immediately tried to
put out the fire with fire extinguishers.
The fire already had time to catch up
and grow, however, and it was too hot
and there was too much smoke in the
building. They evacuated the building
and called 911.
Sercombe said one worker was treated for smoke inhalation. Beach said he
was overcome with smoke, so he was
taken to Southside Hospital, but was
released and back on scene before the
rest of the fire services left
Sercombe said as an extra precaution,
Wygal Hall and the Center for
Communication Studies and Theatre
were evacuated The library was evacuated as well.
Although the fire was under control
fairly quickly, there was still a significant amount of damage. Beach said
there will have to be some replacement
of brick, as well as some metal and
steel. "My information is that the completion of the project is set back proba- The scene after Are crews extinguished the flames.
bly 45 days or Better," said Beach.
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New LancerCASH Program Allows Easier Payment Options
from a credit card (MasterCard and
Visa
only)
online
at
https://longwood.managemyid.com/st
F o r a number of years, the dream of udent/login.php, add cash at the
a "one card" student payment system LancerCard Center located in Room
has been in planning at Longwood G22 in Lancaster Hall, or use the kiosk
University. This summer, that dream on the first floor of the Lankford
became a reality with the creation of Student Union.
the new LancerCard, an expansion of
When students first access the online
the old identification card system. The management website, an account
new LancerCard allows a new form of should be created. When registered,
payment, LancerCA$H, which is open they can give parents their Longwood
to any student, faculty or staff member, ID (L number) number. Parents will
allowed at numerous locations around then be able to access the site and add
campus and in F&rmville.
money to the student's account, withAt the beginning of the 2010-11 aca- out having to use the students user
demic year, each incoming freshman name or password. On the site, stuand new student received a dents can check their balance, seeing
LancerCard. The card is different since how much LancerCASH, Bonus
it houses a picture of the student in the Dollars, meals, and guest meals they
far left-hand corner of the card instead have.
of the middle. The card is also a blue
Users may also report a lost or stolen
and yellow color, compared to the gray card so it can be deactivated to protect
and Dlue used on upperclassmen cuds. funds. This will prevent other people
While the new LancerCard serves as from using the student's card if tney do
a student's primary form of university lose it. The card must be reactivated
identification, it can do much more. In through the LancerCard when or if
past years, students have used it to get found
into their residence halls, get food with
The main differences between Bonus
their meal plans in DorrillDining Hall, Dollars and LancerCASH are the limor use their Bonus Dollars to get meals its, how long the money lasts, and
at other locations on or around cam- where the services may be used. Bonus
pus. This year, the LancerCASH fea- Dollars are limited to a certain moneture has been added into the mix to tary value, based on the student's meal
expand the card's utility. LancerCard plan. They do not carry over to the
Center Manger Chrissy Sampier, who next semester; instead they are reset at
previously worked at Old Dominion the beginning of each semester. Bonus
University, helped bring this idea to life Dollars can only be used at campus
here at Longwood.
dining locations, including Dorrill
With LancerCASH, students are able Dining Hall, Outta Here, Moe's
to add money to their LancerCard and Southwest Grill, Chick-fll-A, Java City,
use it many more places than just Lancer Caf¿, and Freshens Energy
where Bonus Dollars, included with Zone.
meal plans, are accepted. To add
Comparatively, LancerCASH has no
money, students can deposit funds limit, so more money can be added
BROOKE JENKINS

Rotunda Reporter

anytime. Those funds will carry over to
the next semester as long as the student
continues to attend Longwood. Before
the student graduates, they should
request a refund for their remainin¡
LancerCASH or money left on the can
will not be refunded, TTiere are a number of locations now accepting
LancerCASH, both on and off campus.
Dorrill Dining Hall, Lancer Café,
Chick-fil-A, Moe's Southwest Grill,
Java City, Freshens Energy Zone,
Shone/s, and Sheetz are just a few
locations accepting the new payment
system. If LanceiCASH is used for
ordering pizza over the phone from
Papa Johns, or Domino's Pizza, the student must give their Longwood ID
number and present their LancerCard
when the pizza is delivered
Sampier said these businesses have
been signed on to accept LanceiCASH
for years. The only problem was the
program was not ready at the time.
Now participating locations can look
forward to a possible increase in sales.
Sampier said, "I hope this brings an
increase in income to these local businesses."
The students also have some things to
look forward to as well. Sampier
explained, "We are hoping to be able to
accept LancerCASH for tickets at basketball games and theatre shows." They
are also working on making printing
easier. Instead or getting billed by student accounts and waiting for the
money to go through, the funds will
come directly off me student's card.
There are also hopes of more businesses participating within the next few
years, so students should keep an eye
out for any added options.

Locations Accepting
LancerCASH
(On-Campus):

Locations Accepting
LancerCASH
(Off-Campus):

Dorrill Dining Hall
Lancer Café
Chick-fll-A *
Moe's Southwest Grill
Java City
Freshens Energy Zone
AFC Sushi
Pepsi Vending Machines
Snack Vending Machines
Washers 8c Dryers

CVS Pharmacy
Domino's Pizza
Midtown Mailboxes
Papa John's
Pino's Pizza & Italian Restaurant
Sheetz
Shoney's
Charley's Waterfront Cafc*
McDonald's*

Barnes & Nobles Bookstore*
Midtown Starbucks*
Longwood Theatre Box Office*
Willet Gym*
Greenwood Library*
Post Office*
Print Shop*
* Denotes Coming Soon
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A Small Town Welcome
COREY MORRIS

News Editor

F o r those of you
already accustomed
to small-town life,
you should not be
surprised for what
you are about to
read. Nor should
you be struck with
awe in what you
will find and not
find in Farmville.
Although, those of
you born, raised, NEWS COLUMN
and already adapted
to the city life, well
you may be going through some symptoms of
withdraw already. Regardless of your geographical background, Virginia's Heartland, the area
encompassing Prince Edward County and Farmville, alone with four other areas, is a warm
place that is nappy to have Longwood students
back on campus, no matter what your feelings
are towards her are.
Often times, when a person is placed in a new
place, a new surrounding, an entirely new atmosphere, certain assumptions àre formed.
Take for instance this common example: You
are a New York resident placed in the setting of
a Hillbilly community. Chances are you begin
to create ideas of people, their way of life, their
actions. Sadly, most of these assumptions are
based solely on pure judgment. As the cliché
goes, you can't always judge a book by its cover.
Likewise, you can't judge Farmville by its appearance.
You may have heard of Farmville before, but
chances arerelativelyslim. I'm guessing the majority of folks thought about Farmville, the
Facebook phenomenon, when they told parents
they decided to attend Longwood in this year.
Yes, it is often a laugh on Twitter, where many
users often post about the feet that "Farmville is
a real place." In fact, Farmville once was a
bustling tobacco crop town. However, I'm not
sure if users on Faceoook are allowed to grow
tobacco on their virtual ferms. My guess is no.
One of phrases echoed throughout campus
every year is "Farmville has nothing to offer. So
many people who venture to Longwood share
this sentiment before even giving the area a
fighting chance. Too few people realize Longwood is just one part of the town, albeit a fairly
large part. You can visit many storefronts,
restaurants, and attractions and see Longwood
apparel, advertisements and even fellow classmates. But there is more. You may have to do a
little digging, but there is a lot more Farmville
can offer.
To understand Farmville and what lies behind
the shadows of Longwood, a brief history of the
. town should be examined. Founded in 1798,
Farmville was known for a bustling center of
trade, finance and education. The financial importance stretched over seven different counties. Still today, Farmville is one of the economic
oints for at least five counties, acting as the
ngest municipality between Richmond, to the
east, and Lynchburg, to the west.
History Duffs willenjoy the Civil War's lasting
effects on Prince Edward County's county seat.
One of the last major battles of the Civu War
was fought at Sayler's Creek (Sailor's Creek), located east of town. The battle forced General
Robert E. Lee to retreat through Farmville while
his army attempted to burn the famous High
Bridge railroad.
Perhaps the most striking embodiment of historical significance for the town comes with the
civil rights batde in the mid-20th century. The
Robert Russa Moton High School, located at
the intersection of Griffin Blvd. and S. Main St,
was the site of a 1951 student strike. It now
serves as a National Historic Landmark and civil rights museum.
It's not all just a history lesson—there is also
shopping.
No, I'm not talking about the daily trip to WalMart, or the activity of going "Kroger-ing," or
even picking up something from Roses, although I am probably addicted to Roses since it
is easily the most unique store I have ever entered. Well, that is aside from Big Lots. But that's
for another column on another day. Shopping
in Farmville means parading down Main St.
from end to end. It means visiting Caryn's
Bridals Formats & Tux, Green Front Furniture,
and Amish Originals, just to name a few. All of
these locations are perfect for finding that gift
you have always wanted.
When you are finished sightseeing, a bite to
eat is a must. While McDonald's ana Macado's
are great for late night cravings, broaden your
horizons during the daytime at locations such
as Walker's Diner, which I visited for the first
time last semester and fell in love with. The
food is great and the prices are exceptional. The
best part is the atmosphere featuring a feel of
the 1950'$ diners. But I can't leave out my favorite place to eat chicken—Pino's Italian
Restaurant. You can get a plate of food there,
and you will always have enough for a second
meaL
This is just a sampling of what Farmville has to
offer. Being from a small town, my natural inclination is to help support other small towns. Yes,
I too was guilty of the sentiments I shared with
you about how many people see Farmville as a
>lace closing at five oclock and in bed an hour
ater. I hope you can see now that is not always
the case. I just hope all of you—freshmen and
upperclassmen—will learn to love it here and
always remember Farmville no matter where
you go in life.
Sure, things may be small, but Farmville is real
and alive. But to survive, she needs your help.
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Landline Phone Service Still Available in Residence Halls
COREY MORRJS

News Editor

I n this ever-growing ace of technology
we live in, the days of wall jacks and corded telephones are becoming distant memories. While departments at Longwood
University still use landline phone service,
a change has been implemented for oncampus residential areas for die 2010-2011
academic year. Landline phone service is
no longer standard in residential dorms.
All phone jacks were set to a disabled setting and must be activated by Information
and Instructional Technology Services
(ITTS) in order to work
Vice President of InformationfitInstructional Technology Services and Chief Information Officer Dr. Frank Moore discussed the changes in operation for the
new school year. It's not just Longwood,"
said Moore. "This is also a national trend
I've been following this for the last three
years."
Moore added that in. today's world, it
would be more common for landline
phones not to exist in every dorm room.
He said just so the option was available for
students to have a landline activated, all is
well.
Discussion began three years ago between the university, the Board of Visitors
(BOV), UTS and Residential and Commuter Life (RCL). Moore said safety was
the top priority for each of the respected
groups mien making the decision to allow
o
p
t
i
o
n
a
l
phone service for each residence hall
room. He used the example when a stu-

dent fellfroma balcony at Lancer Park five
years ago. In that situation, no one used a
landline to call 911. Instead, Moore said
only cell phones were used. Since the majority of people seemed to have cell phones
even then, tne issue of safety was mostly
addressed
Mark Kendrick, director of communications and technology services, said when
phone service was established in 1989, it
was a revenue generator for the university.
"Over the years, with the use of cell
phones, the use of landlines became less
and less," said Kendrick
Each year, IITS conducts a survey regarding satisfaction and use of services provided Last year, 12.93 percent of the 580 students questioned living on-campus said
they used the university? telephone service
in their residence hall while 47.41 percent
said they did not. For those that used
Longwood telephone service in 2009-10,
8.39 percent made local calls, 3.19 percent
made long distance calls, and only 3.02
percent used the voice mail service. The
remaining 85.4 percent did not answer the
question.
"Veryfewstudents are actually using the
land line phone service anymore," said Larry Robertson, associate aean of students
and executive director of RCL In fact, only
30 students requested landline service to
their on-campus rooms as of August 26.
He said there is a phone at each front desk
of every residence hall, in each Resident
Advisors (RA) room, and scattered around
campus at emergency phone locations.
"Apartment communities have been experiencing with this for a few years now,"

added Robertson. He admitted many students did not follow the procedure of having a phone in their room when it was a requirement in the student handbook, a regulation that ended last year. "The reality
was, even when we required [students] to
use the phone service, not that many students were using it"
Phone service to the apartment complexes is managed by CenturyLink Kendrick
said for Longwood phone service to reach
those locations, CenturyLink would
charge $28 per month, per line. He said the
endeavor would be too large since the revenue generated would not make up for the
cost since Longwood does not charge for
local calls, which constitutes as the largest
type of calls made.
Even though less lines equals a lower
cost, the savings to the university is not calculated by a one-on-one basis. Kendrick
explained Longwood has its own phone
system that uses trunks from a phone
company, which provides the phone service to residence halls. If the university decides not to provide phone service across
the board to residence halls, there is a savings because there are fewer trunks, less
maintenance services and less operating
costs.
"Our savings will probably be in the
neighborhood of $15,000 to $20,000 annually, 'Kendrick said
In 1989, telephone revenue, after expenses, was around $1 million. The money
went to various university services and departments. Last year, die total call service
revenue was $20, according to Kendrick
The revenue once generated helped pro-

vide more university services, keep tuition
lower, make better technology available
and improve overall education. Now, the
university is struggling because they are
being forced to make long-distance calls
out to cell phones, which creates expenses
rather than revenue.
Longwood has looked at the university's
phone service as the official means of communication to students, along with emailing, in the past. The university has also
considered tne possibility of offering cellular phone service to students since many
people are not from the local area. This
would help keep long-distance fees down
for the university. However, most students
have cell phone service through a family
plan or hometown vendors.
If a student wants to activate their phone
jack, they are advised to contact the Help
Desk at 434-395-4357 to request a work
otder. "It's still there. It's a road basically
where no traffic is allowed," said Moore.
Also new this year, students are being
urged to register their gaming consoles,
such as PlayStation 3 and XBOX Live, with
the Help Desk This helps control the area
networks so gamers can connect to the Internet. This summer, the university doubled the bandwidth tripled two years ago.
The increase is from 156 MB/s to 300
MB/s. Moore described the connection
$peed as an "interstate." He said bandwidths of that nature are commonly found
in cities and on larger college campuses.
For those interested in registering their
consoles, contact the Help Desk andfillout
a form.

Judicial Board, Honor Board and SGA Senators Sworn in During Tuesday's Meeting
NICOLE DALES

Editor-in-Chief

D u r i n g the Hies., Aug. 31 Student
Government Association (SGA) meeting, the new members of Judicial Board,
Honor Board, and Senate were sworn in.
Jean Wilwohl and Josh Blakely, who
both work for Residential and Commuter Life (RCL), came before the
board to ask for a reallocation of money
in their budget. They had been allocated
$15,600 for Residence Life Cinema. The
university is now paying for that service.
They have revamped their programming board and they wanted to move
funds around for ten created campuswide events. RCL wants the $15,600 to
be reallocated into two different payments. Nine thousand would be allocated to the campus-wide event budget,
while the remaining $6,600 would go to
the RCL Advisory Board for their programming activities.
One senator asked if this activity
would be overstepping the efforts of
Lancer Productions (LP), which is the
student programming board. Blakely
said LP has a mission to bring the campus together to learn outside of the
classroom. They also have events such as
bringing in major bands, and other
large-scale events for students. RCL has
the goal to bring together RCL-managed
properties fo build communities and
bring people together in their living situations.

The motion passed, though not all
senators were in favor.
Maggie Santiago, who is the new chair
for the Task Force for Office Campus
and Unrecognized Groups, spoke before
the Senate. There are some vacancies on
the board she is looking to fill. They
meet usually twice a month for about an
hour, and the time will be determined
based off of the board member's schedules. They are looking for a mix of
Greeks and non-Greeks.
Anyone interested should
contact her at margarita.santiago@
live.longwood.edu.
During the open forum, one I
senator senator wanted to
point out that the Collegiate
Readership Program is back
on campus, offering The New
York Times and USA Today |
to students. Also, any students who are required to use I
the newspapers in class can
get a free copy as well. Contact the SGA if that is the |
case.
A complaint was brought I
up about the overgrown grass
at the volleyball fields at
Lancer Park. Any similar
complaints should be directed to the REC, and the SGA is
working on that issue at I
hand.
On Mon.-, Sept. 13 at 1 p.m. I

Lancer Park Bridge Now Open

on Her Field, a fire extinguisher demonstration will be held. Fire extinguisher
training will be offered, and fire extinguishers can be refilled and purchased at
this event.
The SGA will be celebrating their
100th birthday with a party on Wed.,
Sept 15 on Stubbs Lawn. D-Hall will be
closed and a picnic will be held on the
lawn.
SGA President Ben Brittain appointed

John Harwood Scott as one of the executive senators and the Senate confirmed
him. The Senate also elected a second
executive senator. Senator Callie Darling
and Senator Gina DeMarco were nominated, and DeMarco won.
The meeting was called to order at 4:03
p.m. and adjourned at 4:51 p.m. The
next meeting of the SGA will be held on
T\ies., Sept. 7 at 3:45 p.m. in Hiner 201.

Perks &
Incentives
Next Exit
? âCtiâk -¿¿y

HEATHER HINKLE

Rotunda Reporter

T h e walkfromLongwood University's campus to Lancer Park will now be a safer,
quicker, and a more visually appealing one thanks to the new pedestrian bridge,
connected by Cormier Drive ana Grove Street.
"Construction of the bridge began in late April 2009, with slope stabilization of
the banks on either side of the Him Bridge Trail State Park," said Ken Copeland, executive director of the Longwood Real Estate Foundation. "The pedestrian bridge
site was chosen because the Town of Farmville was gracious enough to allow us to
empty the bridge into the dead end street at Grove - Without this opportunity we
really didn't have a good place to empty the pedestrian traffic onto the south side of
Third Street" he stated
Blocking off the once-only entrance to Lancer Park, Grace Street, and offering the
new entryway at Third Street will be safer and easierforresidents of Lancer Pane. "I
think the benefits of blocking off Grace Street are obvious," said Copeland "We take
all student vehicular and pedestrian traffic out of an industrial area—The very congested and curvy areafromWest Third past the Southern States Co-op, WC Newman Concrete and Buffalo Shook We also take pedestrian traffic off a four-lane
US. Highway where there was no crosswalk to bring students onto the south side of
West TniixL"
Chief Bob Beach of the Longwood University Police Department and Director of
Public Safety shared his excitement for the new entryway. "I think the students are
going to like it," said Beach. "They certainly don't have to trudge up that hill anymore!"
The distance from the pedestrian bridge to Longwood's campus is about sixtenths of a mile, about the same distancefromthe Wynne parking lot to Grainger
Fountain. When asked about safety concerns over the pedestrian bridge, Beach said
he "can understand concerns, but [Longwood] has done a significant job reviewing
theplace."
There are two emergency phones located at each end of the bridge; each holdini
a button that when pushed will automatically connect to the police department AJ
so nearby is a digital camera located on the other side of Third Street,looking back
towards Lancer Park Checked periodically by police, this camera has the capability
of zooming in on selected faces. "I believe that it's important that students understand this: we have a very safe community—One of the safest in the state, but offences do happen. Be aware of your surroundings. Do not walkfromLancer Park
to campus in tne early morning or late evening alone. Utilize the bus," Beach said
Students have already expressed their approval of the new overpass. "From living
there last year to living there this year, it's a muchfosterand safer walk There is
nothing I would change about it," said iunior Nicole McCracken
"It's pretty. It adds flavor to Farmville," remarked junior Lizz Oliver. The Lancer
Park Bridge will be dedicated on Thursday, September 9. Copeland said, "It will be
a very simpleribbon-cutting'grand opening' ceremony and it gives us an opportunity to publidy thank many people who helped make tne project possible."
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Farmville Police Seeking Information on Burglaries
KATLYN NORMAN

Rotunda Reporter

O v e r the summer, there were a
string of burglaries in the Town of
Farmville and surrounding areas in
Prince Edward County. Four burglaries occurred in Farmville within a one-week period in early August In Farmville, thieves struck
three residential locations and one
commercial establishment One of
the hit locations is across the street
from Longwood University.
Farmville Police Chief Doug
Mooney said the burglaries were
uncommon because of the timeframe in which they occurred
"There was an unusual amount of
residential burglaries in a short period of time," Mooney said, "The
department is actively looking at
the cases and do believe they seem
to be similar in nature."

Three homes were robbed within
the town limits. The first was on
August 4 in the 800 block of Vernon St; the second in the 700
block of Third St on August 8; and
the third occurred in the 200 block
of St George St. on August 9.
A business in the 2000 block of E.
Third St. was entered sometime
during the weekend of August 6-8.
The Mary E. Branch Community
Center, across from Longwood's
Wynne parking lot was broken into the night of August 9.
One of Longwood University's
very own, Associate Professor of
Communication Studies Dr.
Pamela Tracy, said the burglars
struck her home in late June. Tracy
said, "It was unsettling. The first
couple of days were tough."
According to TVacy, her house
was broken into during the day between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. while she

and her husband were working.
"Clearly these people knew what
they were doing. They did not
leave fingerprints ana they broke
into double t>olts. So they broke into a pretty secure home.
Items taken from the burglarized
locations include electronics, took,
and scrap metal. According to Tracy, the burglars ransacked her
home, taking possessions such as
jewelry and electronics. Tracy said,
"Burglars are not going to steal
your photo albums. Tney are not
going to steal certain things that
are just precious to you that cannot
be replaced. With the burglary, I
have mourned some things that
cannot be replaced, but most of it
is replaceable."
One of the victims has posted a
$1,000 reward for any information
leading to an arrest and conviction
of the suspect(s).

A total of 19 break-ins have been
reported in Prince Edward County
since May. Most of the burglaries
have occurred during the day.
None of them have been solved.
For college students, Mooney advised anyone going home for the
weekend or over breaks to take as
many electronics or expensive
items home as possible. When your
apartment or home is unoccupied
for a long period of time, student
and faculty should lock up their
belongings. Mooney said, "The
robbers know this is a college town
and they know the places to go to
get the high-priced items. They
know where they can find what
they want"
Anyone with information is
asked to contact Sgt. Bill Hogan of
the Farmville Police Dept. at 434392-2126 or the anonymous tip
line at 434-392-DRUG.

Dining Changes Mean More Options and Flexibility
NICOLE DALES

Editor-in-Chief

It's a new year, and with that there are a lot of
changes in dining facilities across campus. Here
is an overview of some of the changes you are
likely to see across ARAMARK locations on
campus.
New red cups in Dorril Dining Hall (D-Hall):
There were a lot of complaints about the blue DHall cups staining easily. Dining Services/ARAMARK Director Grant Avent said the
new cups are made from polycarbonate, which
is a harder plastic that should eliminate the issue. They had to go with a red color because the
blue color was not available, and about 2,000 of
the new cups were ordered.
Freshens Ice Cream Machine in D-Hall: "Our
surveys and comment cards had a lot of comments asking for more healthy options," explained Avent. The ice cream previously served
in the soft-serve dispensers was very high in fiat.
"This was a way for us to offer something that's
very good but also a little healthier," said Avent.
Although the machine can have ice cream run
through it, they are going to keep it to just fat
free frozen yogurt for right now. It is made with
a mix and tne machine offers two flavors with a
swirl option.
For those wondering why the old machine was
taken out, Avent said they were having difficulty with the other machine. "That product had to
be a certain amount for it to work right If it was
too thawed out it didn't work right and if it wasn't thawed enough it didn't workright" he said
Other D-Hall Changes: The menu changes
every semester. There are some new items including three new gluten-free options. Also, the
soymific has moved to the gluten-free cooler
over at Good For You!
Drink machines are also being replaced in DHall. The process will take about a week and
will probably take place in mid-September. As
one shuts down, four will be open. When that
one is fixed, it will be opened and they will
move on to the next one. "Hopefully it won't
limit service to the students too much," said
Grant
Outta Here: Dining has added a grilled chicken option to the salad entrée. "That idea came

Photo by Laura Beth Strtoker

NEWS BRIERY
Computer Problems Hit Some
Virginia Government Networks
RICHMOND, Va.—A massive equipment failure caused computer
npu
service for many state agencies to
> fail for the majority of last week, according to The Richmond Times-Dispatch.
Heaa of tne Virginia Inform
tesmation Technologies
_ Agency,
__ ncy, fSamuel Nixon Jr., said the outage affected a total of 26 agencies and left five of those—the departments of Environmental Quality, Social Services, Taxation, Motor Vehides and the
State Board of Elections—with only "operational issues" late in the
week The Mure meant patrons who needed services such as a new
drivers license at the Department of Motor Vehicles would have to return to the facility after computer woes meant photos could not be
saved to computer hard drives.
The failure essentially blocked access to shared information and stored
data records, leaving many agencies puzzled The outage began at 3:30
p.m. Wednesday, Aug. 27, when the state's main computer center, located in Chesterfield, nad a massive hardware glitch. Northrop Grumman manages Virginia's information technology components and has
a $2.3 billion contract with the state. The event is the largest computer
Mure in Virginia's history.

Randolph College Welcomes
First Full Co-ed Class
LYNCHBURG, Va.—One of Lynchburg's institutions of higher learningis experiencing some much-welcomed growth this academic
aaemic year.
WDBJ-7 (WDBJ-TV Roanoke) reported
College opened
eported Randolph Col
doors to its largest class in the
pastfiveyears this August Not to men«pas
tion, the class of 2014 will be the very first fully male and female class
since the school made the move to a co-education curriculum in 2007.
More than 200 freshmen, transfer, and exchange students walked on
campus this year, a 30-percent increase based on last year's incoming
class. Officials from Randolph are crediting the college's admissions department and additional recruitment efforts for the rise in new students.
The liberal arts college spearheaded and heavily funded their debuting
"Be an Original" campaign when recruitment began last year. Randolph President John Klein said the school is "on the way up" in becoming a force to reckon with in Lynchburg. Klein noted the aiange to
a completely co-education curriculum will begin brining more students in over the upcoming years.

The new convenience store set-up allows more flow and easier access In Lancer Cafe.

from comment cards," explained Assistant Director for Operational Excellence Brenda Ferguson. Outta Here also has more variety in the
bread with the sandwiches, such as subs and
wraps. They are still doing the reusable to-go
containers in Outta Here as well. It's a $2 deposit
that can come out of Bonus Dollars, and when
you return the box at the end of the year you get
that money back Right now D-^LU is sending
between 300-500 Styrofoam containers to the
landfill everyday, so these containers are a much
more environmentally-friendly.
Spirit Nights: Spirit nights at Moe's Southwest
Grill and Chick-fil-A are in full swing this year.
If you are interested in having a spirit night for
your club or organization, contact Ferguson at
fergusonbw@lonpvood.edu. You will make seven percent of all the profits made during the
time your spirit night lasts. Your only responsibility is to promote the event. The restaurants
will take care of the rest.
Changes in Lancer Café: "As the café as grown
over the years the products and the convenience
store items have increased without actually having a convenience store space" explained Ferguson. "We lose a little bit of seating, but the small
amount of seating we lost is well worth it to
have a dedicated convenience store space and

that also frees up inside for the customers that
are at Einstein's [Brothers Bagels] and Freshens
[Energy Zone]," said Avent.
Ferguson added, "It just opens up the whole
space. We are able to add a lot more convenience items including things like toilet paper
and dishwashing liquid, things students wouldn't have access to readily here on campus."
Another change is there is a new central cash
register to help things flow easier. The sidecash
register will oe opened when rushes come
through. Now, with the registers being in separate locations, there won't t>e as long of lines to
stand in during rush hours. Hamburgers and
cheeseburgers are now offered ftum Bene Pizza,
as well as a deep-dish pizza.
Freshens Energy Zone: They took out the yogurt option because it didn't sell very much.
They still offer the sandwiches, salads, sushi,
and the like.
Moe's Southwest Grill: They are still having
their $5 daily specials. They brought their rice
bowls back to the permanent menu because that
was such a hit last year. Right now they are trying their buffalo cnicken trio until October to
see how it does.
On a final note, Lancer CASH is now accepted at all ARAMARK locations!

Longwood University
Alumna Among New Board
of Visitors
FARMVILLE,
E, Va.
Va.—Dr. Judi M. lynch, a former Longwood University
admissions office counselor and alumna, along with two additional
people, is the newest appointments to the Longwood University Board
of Visitors. Lynch, of Christiansburg; Dr. Eaward I. Gordon of Farmville; and Ronald Olswyn White ofMidlothian, Va.,' were appointed
to the Board by Gov. BOD McDonnell over the summer. Gordon is a
physician who practices family medicine in Farmville and White is a
districtrepresentativeand military liaisonforU.S. Rep. J. Randy Forbes.
Lynch is director of special initiatives in the Office of the Dean at the
Virginia-Maryland Regional College of Veterinary Medicine, located at
Virginia Tech
A 1987 Longwood graduate, Lynch received a B.A. in English and
worked on campus from 1990-91. She has been with the VirginiaMaryland Regional College of Veterinary medicine for seven yean.
Lynch was named to the Virginia First Laay Maureen McDonnell's advisory council to support the First Lady's Initiatives Team Effort The
group focuses on efforts in tourism, military families, and women's
businesses. The three newly appointed members replace George W.
Dawson, Robert E. Frye Sr., and Dr. Helen Warriner-Burke, '56, who
served as rector the past year. Board members serve a four-year term
and are eligible for re-appointment to an additionalfour-yearterm.

Exciting Administration and Campus Changes Prior to Fall Semester
Several major and minor changes will benefit everyone on campus thisfall
LAURA BETH STRICKER

Copy Editor

Longwood is a busy place, but we shift into a
different gear over the summer," said Vice President for Student Affairs Dr. Tim Pierson. There
have been many changes and additions to the
campus, both external and internal, throughout
the summer of 2010. Even though many students were not on campus, faculty ana staff
have been working very hard to get the campus
ready for the new fall semester and academic
year.
According to Pierson, there were two major
administration changes that took place this
summer. The biggest was President Patrick
Finnegan assuming his duties on July 1. Dr. Ken
Perkins also assumed an important title on July
1 as the Interim Vice President for Academic
Affairs, who was passed the baton by Dr. Wayne
McWee. According to Pierson, McWee is taking
a sabbatical this fall, but wül be returning to
campus in January to teach finance classes in
the College of Business and Economics (CBE).
Pierson spoke very highly of Perkins's appointment lauding his 26-year tenure as a professor of sociology, department chair, and former chair of Student Success under recently retired Longwood President Dr. Patricia Cormier.
"Dr. Perkins did a great job with Student Success, and he is not only a good partner, but also
a distinguished scholar." Perkins is one of die
Vice Presidents that will report directly to President Finnegan.
Lonnie Calhoun is stepping down as Director
of Multicultural Affairs after 14 wars in the position. Pierson said he believes Calhoun's last
day is October 9, and a national search will be
conducted to find the next director. The overall
goal is to bring the position back to Director of
Multicultural Affairs, and move the international portions (International Buddies, additional programming, etc.) to International Af-

fairs.
Perkins came to Longwood in 1984 as an Assistant Professor of Sociology. He was a fulltime professor on campus until 2007 when
Cormier approached him, asking him to become the Executive Assistant to the President
for Student Success. During his three-year
tenure from 2007-2010, the Offices of Admissions, First Year Experience (FYE), the Learning Center, and the Academic & Career Advising Center (ACAC) reported to Perkins.
In May 2010, Perkins was asked to become Interim Vice President for Academic Affairs. A
total of 14 different offices report to him, giving
updates and information on their colleges, staff,
faculty, students, and the university. One of
Perkins's biggest goals is to "help set President
Finnegan's leadership established on campus,
especially since Finnegan has been ill with
pneumonia for several weeks. Perkins believes
to have a "very positive relationship" with the
president and is excited to see him recovering
and back in Farmville.
Perkins feels he was asked to become Interim
Vice President for Academic Affairs because of
his history with Longwood and the campus.
"I've had a lot of good experiences on campus,"
Perkins said "Twenty-six years is a good run."
He also credits the many relationships that
stretch across Longwood as another factor.
He called his new position "relationship-intense." By that he means, "Everything is connected to everything. The more relationships
you have, the more understanding of an impact
that a decision may make." He discussed how
authority works at a university, and how those
relationships are all interconnected. In Longwood's case, Perkins said the university is not
like Wal-Mart; there is no top-down approach.
Rather, there is a diverse network of governing
bodies, including the Faculty Senate, Student
Government Association (SGA), the Board of
Visitors (BOV), and the great number of ad-

ministrative offices on this campus.
Perkins echoed Pierson in opinions of the
summer changes at Longwood. Perkins lauded
the Office of First Year Experience (FYE) and
the many others that helped the seven Orientation and Registration programs rim so smoothly. He also commended the parents for being
present and very involved during all the Orientation and Registration programs.
Perkins added that a lot of energy, time and
effort have gone into planning the 2nd Annual
"Rock the Block," scheduled for Fri., Sept 17.
Perkins is also very excited for Convocation to
be held in the newly renovated Jarman Hall.
In regards to new, returning, or departing faculty, Perkins said the deans of the colleges gave
a report at the opening meeting of the Faculty
Senate. Dean of the College of Education and
Human Services Dr. Deneese L Jones reported
that four new faculty have been hired in two of
the college departments. In the Education &
Special Education department Dr. Pam Aerni
comes to Longwood with a Ph.D. from the College of William & Mary M.Ed, from Virginia
State University, and a B.S. from Virginia Tech.
Dr. Katrina Maynard comes with her Ph.D.,
Masters ofTeaching (M.T.) and B.A. from the
University of Virginia. Dr. Steve Whitaker
comes with his Pn.D. from the University of
Virginia, M.Ed, from the College of William &
Mary, and a B.A. from the University of Virginia. The Health, Recreation, and Kinesiology
department welcomed Alicia Peterson, who received her degree in Exercise Science from
Longwood, as well as her Masters from the University of Virginia.
Dean Charles Ross of the Cook-Cole College
of Arts and Sciences, as well as Dean Paul Barrett of the College of Business and Economics
could not be reached for comment on changes
to their faculty, staff, and administration before
press time.
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Wreck Leaves Car Hanging
oyer Richmond Bridge
RICHMOND, Va.—There were some tense moments on an 1-95 exit
ramp in Richmond August 27, according to NBC 12 (WWBT-TV
Richmond). A truck hauling two vehicles crashed into a guardrail
knocking one of the hauled cars loose from the trailer anddangling
over the ahockoe Bottom area. The oveipass is located directly above
the Richmond Downtown Canal Walk While the guardrails kept the
vehicle from Ming off the overpass, a windshield crashed to the
ground below. No one was injured and traffic was only affected for
about two hours. The truck operator, Jamie Vaughn, was charged with
reckless driving. Speed was a factor in the crash, according to the Virginia State Police.

oturtMy: nbc12xom
' News Brief» compiled by Corry Morrte
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Everyone who participated in The GAME day festivities received a Lancers scarf.

jtudents march together to the Athletics Complex to cheer onflhe women's socwr team.

Lancer Pride shined when students attended witfttheir blue

Over 1,300 people rallied for women's soccer against the University Qf Richmond Spiders.

The cro\M§continued fo roar{throughout the hot summer day, nevft losing their Lancer Pride.

The women's soccer team (toyed ft d p s * hard-fought game, but fell 1-0 to the Sptyers.*
Photos By: AlexGoan)
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'The Tradition Begins'
Longwood University students promote spirit, Lancer Pride
COREY MORRIS

News Editor

I t was a first for Longwood University. It was a day
to showcase The Greatest Athletics March Ever, or
The GAME. The event's tagline was, "Rock The Rally.
Move The March. Get In The Game." Student Government Association (SGA) President and First Year
Experience coordinator Ben Brittain opened the
event by getting all those in attendance off the bleachers and onto the other side of the gymnasium.
The stage Brittain stood on was used for a number
of New Lancer Day events, held in Willet Hall since
Jarman Hall was not ready due to ongoing construction. Brittain kicked off a "I .ongwooa" chant, urging
students to wrap their adorned Longwood scarves
around their hands and start clapping.
Assistant Professor of Sociology Dr. Jake Milne,
who entertained incoming freshmen with his do;
Maggie Mae during New Lancer Days, exclaimei
Longwood was going to "Rock those Richmond Spiders all the way back to where they belong." The
phrase gained immediate cheers and even promoted
an enlarged stuffed spider to commence crowd surfingThe 2010 Women's Soccer team entered Willet after
a prolonged "LU" chant. Todd Dyer, head women's
soccer coach, and Steve Brdarski, associate head
coach, also entered and spoke at the rally. "We really
appreciate you being here right now," said Todd. "You
pour everything you can into this and your team will
do the same thing."
Brdarski shared a similar sentiment by shouting,
"We do it for you and you do it for us!"
Assistant Professor of Communication Studies Jeff
Halliday, who teamed with Milne for the majority of

the rally to help emcee, started an "I believe that we
will win" chant, which really fired up the audience.
Following a few chants and cheers, Town of Farmville Manager Gerry Spates walked up on stage and
told the students he was proud to see such as great
showing of school spirit and support. He asked the
women to win for him so his "hunting buddy" would
not stay two weeks when he visits this fall.
Michael Young, men's golf standout and studentathlete advisory committee (SAAC) president, along
with Brittany Matthews, Softball student-athlete,
SAAC vice president, and peer mentor, shared a few
words of encouragement for the women's soccer team
an the crowd at tne spirit rally. The two filled in for
Longwood President Patrick Finnegan, who could
not attend the event due to recovery from illness.
Before exiting the gymnasium, Longwood Police
Department Chief BOD Beach and Farmville Police
Chief Doug Mooney came up on stage to discuss
some safety proceedings for the event. "They key will
be we do it honorably, but with Lancer Pride, said
Beach.
He explained the march would start at the Heating
Plant on Madison St. and move across Main St. into
the Landings parking lot. The march would then
move along S. South St. up to Fourth St. to Longwood
Ave. students would then take a right onto Johnston
Dr. to arrive at the athletics complex across from the
Longwood Golf Course.
Farmville Police Chief Doug Mooney said, "I think
[The GAME] went well and it shows how the departments are working together." Mooney said was extremely important to coordinate efforts between the
two departments, the school and the town. Mooney
noted ne enjoys working with the Longwood Police
Department.' Everyone involved did an excellent job

in putting this together."
The day and evening shifts overlapped right when
the march to the soccer field began. There were two
daytime officers and two evening shift officers from
the Farmville Police Department working the event.
Mooney said there was a great amount of cooperation between the students and the officers. "It's good
to help build that relationship," he said speaking of his
goal since arriving at the department last year to create a better relationship between the town, the students, and the university.
"Getting the students to walk down to the field in an
organized fashion through the town is a plus. It helps
promote school spirit which is very important,"
added Mooney.
Chief Bob Beach said of the assistance by Mooney
and the Farmville Police Department, "As it has been
since the first day Chief Mooney arrived, it has been
wonderful." Beacn said the two departments share the
same efforts and have the same goals in mind. Four
officers from Beach's department assisted in the
march.
The Lancers women's soccer team, led by Head
Coach Todd Dyer, held tough in a very physical performance. Richmond maintained control of the ball
early on, slowing down the Lancers defense. A couple
of goal attempts by the Spiders sailed wide, as did several for Longwood. The score was knotted up at 0-0
at the end or lie half.
As the second half got underway, Richmond again
came close to scoring twice. Good defense by the
Lancers kept the Spiders scoreless. Richmond's Becca
Wann finally got the best of Longwood's defenders
and scored with 35:54 left in the match. Time was
called when Marcia Biddle, goalkeeper for Longwood, went down injured about a minute and a half

later with 34:19 left.
Off-sides was called on the Lancers with thirty minutes left stifling a scoring opportunity. Replacement
'oalkeeper Kyra Byron made seven saves in the last
ew minutes of the match. The Lancers had two good
scoring opportunities back-to-back late, but the first
shot was blocked and the second attempt sailed wide.
The Spiders won the game 1-0.
"Everything went just totally perfect," said Beach.
He added that, other than a few students wandering
into the left lane of traffic during the march, there
were no issues of cooperation. "I nope this is a tradition," he added.
"I've never seen such a display of Lancer Pride in
the four years I've been here, said Brittain. "People
were excited and that's the important thing." Brittain
urged students to leave their apparel featuring other
college athletic teams at home. This was a good start
to the year. Now everyone wants to be a Lancer," he
added. "The tradition begins."
Brittain said he was excited to see all the faces that
showed up for the first rally of its kind. "I saw everyone. I saw faculty, staff, [and] people from the community. I saw little kids running around with scarves
bigger then they were. The energy in that place was
amazing. And we let it all out when we busted down
the street toward the game."
He said even though the ladies lost the game, the
purpose of the rally and the march made the event so
much more important. "It's all about rallying behind
each other and the game. In the end we are all
Lancers. We are all supporting each other, not just
supporting our own piece."
Sports Editor Ben Maitland contributed to this article.
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GAME Day Highlights

GAME Day Schedule
4 p.m.
-Picnic at Dorrill Dining
Hall
p.m.
-The Rally at Willet Hall
6 p.m.
-March to the Athletics
Complex
7 p.m.
-Longwood Lancers vs.
University of Richmond
Spiders
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Take These

Flooding in Frazer Hall Has Successful Outcome

Fresnmen

BROOKE BRENNAN

B R O O K E
BRENNAN

Features Editor
I realize that
starting
the
school year off
with a column
addressing the
freshman class
in the form of a
"How-to guide"
FEATURES
seems generic.
COLUMN
Now, allow me
—————
to mother you
with my take on the "Do's and Don'ts"
to abide by during your first year:
Go to class. This is one of the most
underrated tips you'll hear throughout
your first year of college. Coincidentally, it will also be a concept that
some of you choose to ignore. With
this in mind, you might find (and
many of you will) that skipping five of
your statistics classes will result in failure. Simply sustaining occasional attendance in other Gen-Ed required
courses ensures that you will have no
idea what is going on in class or what
is on the tests. In order to avoid all this
you. first need to realize that there is
no real choice, attending class is your
priority. Not only is it a university policy but also your parents (and/or your
future debt-ridden self) will appreciate the solid effort when it eventually
gets you a job. Furthermore, getting
bad grades freshman year forces you
to work twice as hard the rest of college in order to build back your GPA,
which can meddle with your fun.
Do your homework. In high school,
teachers tend to remind you on a daily
basis about when an assignment is
due. In college, professors provide you
with a syllabus and expect you to remember the due dates. Completing
each assignment in advance allows
you to participate in classroom discussions and makes you appear interested
in the subject. Professors are not idiots, and they realize that some people
may not be passionate about certain
subjects—just don't let them see that
you feel that way, or else. We all know
Gen-Ed's are rarely a good time, but
paying attention to the material is how
you find a subject that piques your interest and will help you to pick a major. Remember, its important to read
and do the work if you plan on learning the topics or, at the very least,
passing the tests.
No partying more than you should.
And by partying I mean staying up
late or going out with your friends into the wee nours of the morning. I'm
not going to tell you what not to do
while you are out, but try to remember that watching the sun rise before
taking a quiz stinks. It's true that most
of us routinely clump Thursday nights
into our weekend, but make sure
you've got your work done beforehand
and you go to class the next day. If you
plan to party" throughout the week
and ignore this rule (which some of
you will do) then please remember to
shower before attending class, or at
least change your clothes. If you don't,
everyone will know and they will
judge you (and smell you).
Keep in touch with your parents.
Those people that raised you, remember them? Although you may want to
let freedom ring, you should put the
freshman pride aside and give them a
call every once in a while. Their ability to monitor your daily decisions has
been revoked, and regardless of how
you feel, they probably miss your
everyday presence in their lives. They
deserve a shout from time to time, or
at least an email reassuring your existence.
Be a respectful roommate. Yeah that
new Ke$ha song sounds great at full
blast, but your roommates might not
agree. Showing some common courtesy can decrease the chance of confrontation amongst those you live
with. I'm talking about simple things
like putting a fresh roll of toilet paper
in the holder, taking your trasn out
when it's full, keeping your music to a
low volume during study times, or
turning your light off before too late.
If you know your roommate has an 8
a.m. class, then you can assume they
don't want to listen to your music
while you Facebook-stalk late into the
night. Clean up after yourself, especially in the bathroom.
Get involved. What do you enjoy doing? If your response is appropriate
and/or resume worthy, then you
should pursue this thought. If you
can't come up with your own iaeas
then you can ask other students and
upperclassmen to share their aspirations. You might also get ideas from
your advisors, teachers, or friends
from different schools on how to
make use of your time in college.
There is a place for everyone in the
Longwood community; you just have
to find your own niche.

Features Editor
W a t e r poured down from
the fifth to the first floor of Frazer on Thursday, August 5,2010,
after a two-and-a-half inch copper pipe disconnected from itself in the hallway's ceiling. Associate Director of Housing,
Doug Howell, said the cause of
the detachment was unclear, but
"somehow the pipe came loose."
According to Howell, these
pipes are "crimped together." He
said this particular pipe was
"under pressure for about four
weeks and had already been
pressure tested." In an incident
report released on the same day
as the flood, Howell noted the
water was "widespread enough
to encompass the distance of
nearly 60 percent of certain
floors, including the elevator
shaft, the north stairwell and the
main lobby." The report also
stated the water contacted the

first floor REC apartment and
the lobby's storage closet.
Howell said there was a great
deal of water rushing from the

Howell credited Kidds
C&RS for their prompt
arrival and expertise in
cleaning up the building.
He said the team
brought nearly 150 fans
and 50 dehumidifiers in
order to accelerate the
drying process.
fifth floor, but that the amount
of water in each dorm room varied; some rooms had only water
stains on ceiling tiles while other
floors held close to an inch of
water.
According to Howell, there

was an immediate reply from
Facilities Management and
ARAMARK Custodial Services,
in which they shut off the water,
covered specific areas with plastic and commenced the "cleanup and assessment processes."
However, Howell said they realized the problem was a lot bigger than expected, and plumbing contractor representatives
arrived with "a team of 15 hired
professional fire and water
restoration workers" from Kidds
Cleaning & Restoration Services
in Lynchburg, Va.
Howell credited Kidds C&RS
for their prompt arrival and expertise in cleaning up the building. He said the team brought
nearly 150 fans and 50 dehumidifiers in order to accelerate the
drying process. Additionally, the
report stated that "wet ceiling
tile disposal and an application
of mildew and mold inhibitor"
was applied in the building and
"photos were taken for insur-

ance claim purposes."
Howell said Frazer was unoccupied, other than the REC who
was temporarily relocated to
Longwood Village. He noted, "I
was so grateful that students
weren't in the building."
Howell also stated that on August 4,2010, just a day before the
flood, the main lobby's brand
new hardwood floors had finished being trimmed. In the report he said the flooring was immediately covered in plastic in
order to avoid damage, but noted there was eventually a need to
replace some tiles.
Although the main lobby was
"impacted," Howell noted in his
report that the fraternity chapter
rooms, the basement storage
rooms and Curry Commons
were not affected. There was
some potential for damage as
both elevator shafts filled with
water, but Howell said this was
pumped out.
In the report, Howell said the

most "impacted" areas were the
drop ceilings, or the "perforated
acoustic tiles," which were replaced.
Furthermore, Howell said the
new desk chairs delivered on
August 3 were not damaged. He
also noted that all of the costs
throughout the process were fully covered by the contracting
company, not by Longwood.
Howell said Kidd's C&RS came
back and re-assessed their cleanup in order to make sure their
work met everyone's expectations. "The report was very successful," Howell said.
Overall, Howell appreciated
the success of the clean-jip and
the lack of student occupation in
the building at the time of the
flood, "At this point I think we
are grateful of the timing of the
flood, if we had to have it, because it proceeded the fall semester."

Sustainability In The Northern Neck: Reviewing Anthropology 295
SEMEIN WASHINGTON

Asst. Features Editor
. Earlier this summer, while most Longwood students were still recovering from
the tenacious wrestling match of finals, a
class was beginningin the Admissions
Office parking lot. There, Dr. Jim Jordan
loaded up his DUS with Undergraduates
ready for a week in Virginia's Northern
Neck. The course aimed to educate students on the past, present, and likely future conditions of the area and then used
these factors to paint a portrait of deep
socio-economic ties to the constant shifts
in nature.
With each day's activity, the students
were led into a new side of the Northern
Neck Just off the bus, they investigated
the place where they would live at Hull
Springs Farm. The students briefly visited the house where the farm's former
owner, Mary Farley Ames Lee, lived before selling it to Longwood. But that day,
Jordan was more interested in showing
off a subtle piece of pre-colonial history.
In the woods, there had been tales of
an "Iniun cornfield" which was found
not fifty yards from the house. In a grove
of dead pines, Virginia Indians would
have burned the trees for firewood and
for sunlight to the corn below. Later, the
students went artifact hunting in a fallow
corn field and came to a wetlands preserve where Indians would have spent a
season gathering plants, birds, and other
materials.
The next day was about the area's time
as an English colony, starting with the

colonial property at Nomini Hall. Nomini, first owned by the Carter family, was
the headquarters of an impressive sixteen-plantation conglomerate that held a
double mill on the property. The remains
of the mill were scattered about in the
backwoods of a cow pasture, with the depression of a bricked up sluice and
millpond covered by vegetation.
But as a symbol or loss and finality,
nothing beats the Carter cemetery where
almost all the family members are buried
and a stately catalpa tree grows. The only
possible exception is Robert Carter III,
who by manumitting the family slaves
lost his neighbors' respect and died up
north. The ex-slaves, however, are certainly close to the property. Not far down
the road, on a hillside matted with periwinkle, there are numerous pits; each is
believed to overlay a gravesite. The
graves, just like those at the Carter estate,
nave the bodies facing sunrise for judgment day.
After leaving Nomini, the students
were led through Stratford Hall, the
birthplace of Robert E. Lee. The palatial
and H-shaped mansion was beautifully
preserved with portraits from several Lee
generations, lavish bedrooms, antiquated
halls, staircases, and the corridors where
slaves worked. The guide even showed
off Stratford's kitchen and explained the
arduous duties of a cook at mealtime.
The Colonial Day came and went,
leading into Water Day. The first event of
Water Day was at the Glebe House, former riverfront home to the area's rich
Anglican minister. Its lavish style also
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those living in apartments, though. When
TARA CARR
I lived on campus my roommate never
Rotunda Reporter
told me she haa an issue with the music I
played. Had she told me, I could've just
I recently moved into an
used headphones! Communicate.
apartment with two of my
Cooperation is also imperative to have
closest friends. I was so exa successful roomie relationship. For incited! My first apartment
stance, I got so upset that the trash was
in
Longwood-managed
just piling up, but one day I just asked
housing - the official tranmyself, "What's more important - being
sition from the twin bed to
upset that no one took the trash out or
the full. A kitchen, a washhaving no piles of trash in the house?"
er and dryer, a full
And as it turns out, taking the trash out
size fridge... These
myself made me feel much better than
were all things I had ADVICE COLUMN waiting around on someone else to do it.
missed while living
So sometimes you just have to work toon campus (though I
gether and realize that the other person is
enjoyed my time there) and had saved to not trying to do the little things that anthoroughly enjoy in my senior year. What noy you on purpose, they may have just
I didn't expect, however, was how living had a busy day. Just be grateful that leavin an apartment would change my rela- ing the toilet seat up is not an issue (yet)!
tionship with my roomies. But I quickly
Consideration is the last of the 3 Cs and
learned that living with roommates can probably the most important. Keep in
truly prepare you for living with a future mind that you are probably doing things
mate.
to annoy them too. Wouldn't you want
In every relationship there must be them to be considerate of your feelings
communication, cooperation, and con- and respectful of your needs. Most people
sideration. These three Cs will ease al- in college nowadays grew up with a room
most any living situation whether you're to their selves and are not used to sharing
just roomies or even if you're married! (I space with people who do things comlove the three Cs, they're so catchy, but I pletely different from them. We all crew
cannot claim them as my own. They were up in different households and have been
shared with me from a very wise woman.) taught in different ways. You have to learn
Communication is key when express- to be considerate of each others' feelings
ing your thoughts. I suck at expressing and perspectives and work things out.
myself to those I love. I am a CommuniLiving with a roommate is the closest
cation Studies major and have little to no thing to being married you're going to get
problem expressing myself in many as- get (without actually getting married).
pects of my life. But for some strange rea- Think of it as your dress rehearsal, and
son I avoid communicating with the peo- treat your roommates as you would want
ple closest to me at all costs. I am terrified to be treated. The most important thing
of hurting their feelings or damaging the to remember is Don't Sweat the Small
relationship so I usually tend to keep my Stuff (and it's all small stuff!). That's not
feelings to myself. But it is important to only the title of an excellent book, but it is
speak up! (I'm learning and trying) If you also very true and very applicable. So the
feel a certain way, but d o n t tell your next time your roomie (or hubby) leaves
roommate, they will never know! So you a load in the dryer for three days, ask
may be upset that they left the dishes in yourself, "In the grand scheme of things,
the sink, but if you never tell them they'll does it matter?" NO!
have no idea. This is not only an issue For

showed the colonial parish-man was a
sharp elbowed businessman with slaves,
a wife, children, and mistresses.
In sharp contrast to the personal home
is the relatively humble Great Yeocomico
Church. Great Yeocomico stood a distance down the road from Glebe House
and held the initials of its pastors with a
Masonic inscription. The architecture of
the small church was graceful and surrounded by an ancient gate from colonial
times.
A large cemetery lay to its side. Returning to the water, Jordan's class visited a
museum on the history of the fishing
community. It was not until the next day
that the water theme ended with a canoe
trip. Traveling from the backwaters at
Hull Springs Farm to the sandbars of the
Appomattox, each student was faced
with the success of driving the canoe and
the defeat of turning it over.
The appointments of the fourth day
were agricultural, with a proposal at
Mary Farley's house on wetland conservation and then an explanation of modem farming at a Virginia Tech facility
oiown the road. The alternative to these
complications, which included genetic
modification, patents, and big highmaintenance equipment, was presented
on the fifth day, themed Tourism. The
tourist spot in question was a farming
museum owned by Sam Johnson and
Luther Welch.
On the tourism theme, there was little
else to be said but for Washington Burial
Ground and Westmoreland State Park.
At Washington Burial Ground, the class

saw a monument that operated more as a
symbol for Depression-era America than
a cemetery for George Washington's
family. Later, at the State Park, students
searched for shark's teeth on the Potomac beach. At the time, one could almost be persuaded they were on vacation. And that is how this course met its
end, going down smoothly with a day at
the park and a movie night at the farm.
Looking back at the experience, Alexa
Boucher said she enjoyed "not only
spending some time with some awesome
class mates but [also] when we visitfed]
the Carter House. I liked it because we
ventured into the woods to learn how
they produced bricks over a hundred
years ago. As well as the many historical
facts about the house and the family that
were cool and very unique. I also liked
learning about how the Indians lived
when [they] occupied the land."
She also suggested, "The only thing
that I can think of that could improve
the course [would] to be more students
signing up to take it. Although it is a lot
of information to learn in a week, it is an
experience that you will never forget."
Jennifer Yuhas said, "Every person was
a part of this course, together we peered
into the past to better understand our
predecessors and subsequently gain a
better understanding of our own civilization." She would also "highly recommend this course to all majors, not only
is the curriculum rich in diversity, the
course overall is, well, awesome!

School Year Dress-Solutions
AMY JACKSON AND JENNI SCHWEITZER

Rotunda Reporters
G u e s s what? It's time for school. Hopefully you've kept up with our blog over the
summer and found interesting additions to your wardrobe. The first weeks of class
offer a widely varied assortment of style philosophies, ranging from Daytona Beach
classics (daisy dukes, bikinis on top) to the pajama section of Kohl's. It is crucial to
have an awareness of the persona you present with these choices, because your professors have you write your recommendations. You're lucky it's not us.
Pajama People: you know that we know who you are, because we've called you out
before. If you have to run to class straight from bed, try to choose pajama pants that
are less flamboyant. We like black wide-leg yoga-esque pants in a knit cotton.
They're super comfy and flattering, and if you have no time, you won't look as much
like a walking comic strip.
Who wears short-shorts? You do. But why? Especially when it's difficult to decipher if someone is actually wearing any pants, booty shorts make you look shorter
and less lean. Also, in our experience, they're pretty uncomfortable. Wearing shorts
is an art, and we are here to help you color in the lines. All of you. Capiche? Okay,
so stay away from denim in general. You've heard of jorts, right? They are unflattering on almost everyone. You know when you sit down and they give you thigh
burn? They're cutting you down! Jenni has a pair of non-denim shorts that are
wide-leg and pinstriped, and they're much more comfortable than any jorts.
A Balancing Act: You know those birds that tip over because they re top-heavy?
You don't want your outfit to be like that bird. If you are wearing a tiny tank top and
itsy bitsy jorts (groan) chances are you're falling out in more areas than one. Pick
one area of skin to show, like your fabulous legs or your shoulders, but not both.
Yes, Vogue magazine states cleavage is on an upswing, but keep it PG-13. This is an
easy fix - just throw on a cardigan or some dark wash jeans. Pair barely-there tops
with well-fitted jeans and maybe a scarf. If you absolutely must wear minis, make
sure they aren't frayed light denim. For functional fashion, Amy wears cargo dark
gray skinny jeans and a flowy romantic top. This prevented her from having to roll
up ner jeans on the bike ride to Sunchase to write this article.
Footwear: These boots are made for walking. To class. Speaking of boots, huge
cowboy boots should be reserved for autumn and be paired with pants. The trend
we have noticed 'round these parts of wearing short summery dresses with large
boots don't apply to the Balancing Act. The line of your lovely legs that you create
with the dress is being curtailed by heavy leather. Leather itself is a dense, weighty
material, so if you pair it with something delicate (like a sundress) it ruins the lightness of the overall look. Opt for gladiator sandals, flats, or booties (ankle high
boots).
Things That Help: Opaque black tights. If you like the shorts trend, but you feel a
little exposed by them, try them with your tights. You'll feel much belter, we promise. If you find that you freeze when you walk into any building on campus, a repertoire of light cardigans can help you cover those barely there camisoles. A light Vneck tee in a few colors is always a great alternative, even if you wear pajamas.
Remember that it is important to keep it cool while you're in class. It's not about
being conservative - look at your current wardrobe and imagine asking yourself to
write a recom mendation letter. First impressions really do matter. The goal is to
use » out .
ing as a means to express your personality, not your anatomy. Be
quirky, create interest, but maintain a level of professionalism.
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Wednesday
Sept. 1st

Wednesday, Sept. 1st

WEATHER 6-DAY FORECAST
Thursday
Sept. 2nd

Friday
Sept. 3rd

Saturday
Sept. 4th
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Friday, Sept. 3rd
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Sunday
Sept. 5th

Monday
Sept. 6th.
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Thursday, Sept. 2nd

LP: Party In the Union, 9
p.m., Student Union

Sept. 1, 2010

82/59°

79°/58°
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86/62°

CLASSIFIEDS
Notesfrom the Staff
For Sale or Rent

Saturday, Sept. 4th
Held Hockey: Duke,

Men's Soccer. Liberty,

1 p.m.

7 p.m.

Sunday, Sept. 5th

Brand New! Stick-built, 3B/2.5B 2 story home in
Farmville town limits, full furnished basement, complete
kitchen appliances package, buy early and pick your colors; $169,000, Yoder Properties Inc, 434-547-7076.
Textbooks bought and sold, new & used, online buybacks. Buy, sell, rent at cheapbooks.com (260) 399-6111,
espanol (212) 380-1763, urdu/hindi/punjabi (713) 4294981, see site for other support lines.
Rent Apartments (1, 2 and 3 bedrooms) and
Individual, Assigned Off-Campus Parking Spaces (One
Block Fnom Campus)
See IGDRentalProperties.com or Call 434 390-7355
Faith and Victory Childcare now enrolling for 1st & 2nd
shifts. Hours of operation are Mon-Sat. 5:45am-12 midnight. Longwood teachers,staff, and students receive a
10% discount on tuition fees. If you mention this ad registration is Free! Limited time offer. Call for more info at
392-9200

Monday, Sept. 6th

UNIVERSITY CLOSED

NO CLASSES!

Adoption
Loving, childless couple seeking private adoption c)f an
infant/twins. Please call (collect) 571 -282-4365. ^et's
help each other.
Loving childless couple hoping to adopt an infant.
Willing to pay legal & medical expenses. Call anytime
Natalie & Andy at 703-879-5679.

Tuesday, Sept. 7th

T,poking For

What Happened On
This Day In Hist

- Witnesses for white car driver involved in FAB bus
accident Nov. 16,2009, on Race Street around 2:00 p.m.,
please contact Angela, LU Alumnus and driver of car at
434-391-1182.

Leftover Papers
For anyone who needs extra newspapers, we have
stacks and stacks of old issues in our office looking for
a home. E-mail us at therotundaonline@gmail.com if
you'd like to come pick some up.

RTA
Thank you to a certain reliable RTA for helping us
through a technical crisis this past week. You're a lifesaver!

Staff Positions Available
We need some positions filled on staff. We are currently accepting applications for Arts & Entertainment
Editor, Assistant Arts & Entertainment Editor,
Assistant Sports Editor, and Assistant News Editor.
Also, we can always use help with copy editing, layout,
as well as with ads and business.
We also always need reporters and photographers.
Our meetings are on Thursday nights in Hiner 201 at
7 p.m. We hope to see you there!

WWHU
. ?L3 Stow Schedule

ednesday, September 1st

Monday
On this day in 1864, Union Army General William Tecumseh 8 p.m. - Thinking in Square Waves
10 p.m. - Mayhem
Sherman lays siege to Atlanta, Georgia, a critical Confederate hub.
shelling civilians and cutting off supply lines.
.'

Thursday, September 2nd

What did you think of The GAME?

ifSsHgKi

Tuesday
3 p.m. - Captain's Afterschool Adventures
On this day in 1969, America'sfirstautomatic teller machine
8 p.m. - Left of the Dial
(ATM) makes its public debut, dispensing cash to customers at
10 p.m. - DJ Smooth and Gentry
Chemical Bank m Rockville Center, New York. ATMs went on
12 a.m. - Schmader's Select Set
! j» revolutionize die banking industry, eliminating the need to
1 a.m. - Vault 182
vis& a bank to conduct bastefinancialtrottsactions.

Friday, September 3rd

Wednesda
2 p.m. - Nathan Epstein
^On this day in 1783, the American Revolution officially comes
8 p.m. - The F Word
to an end when representatives of the United States, Great
10 p.m. - So You Want to Be A DJ
Britain, Spain and France sign theTreaty of Paris.

Saturday, September 4thn

Thursday
1 p.m. - Afternoon Bourgeoise
On this day in 1886, Apache chief Geronimo surrenders to 3 p.m. - Captain's Afterschool Adventures
•Ì U.S. government troops. For 30years, the mighty Native
7 p.m. - The Grey Scale
i American warrior haul battled to protect his tribe's home8 p.m. - Automation Radio
I land; however, by 1886 the Apaches were exhausted and
10 p.m. - Audible Holocaust
hopelessly outnumbered, . ||j
...
^HHBbsE?-

¡Sunday, September 5th
%On this day m 1972, at the Summer Olympics m Munich,
Germany, a group of Palestinian terrorists stornts the
Olympic Village apartment of the Israeli athletes, kilting
two and taking nine others hostage.
ffik^.'^ v

•' '•"'vi.

onday, September 6th

i Mjfl

tÙ^BÈ^iaW^ms^^ÈSÉm^
Éjmjjt
OH this day in 1915, a prototype tank nickntfmed Little
'Mie rolls off the assembly line in England; & werghedl4
got stuck in trenches and crawled over rough termiti et
only two miles per hour.

Tuesday, September 7th
g On this day in 1813, the United States gets iti nickname,
•Uride Sam. The name it linked to Samuel Wilson, a meat
HpackerfromTroy, New York, who supplied barrets of beef
to the United States Army during the WWJ

Ö

ÍV

Friday
1 p.m. - A Waste of Your Time
7 p.m. - Patrick Robbins
9 p.ifi. - Fiesta Fridays
10 p.m. - The Atomic Turntable
12 a.m. - The Subterranean Broadcast
Saturday
10 p.m. - Swiss Neutrality
12 a.m. - Rock In the Wild
1 a.m. - The Divine Comedy
Sunday
1 p.m. - Badger's Folk Set
10 p.m. - The Gathering
12 a.m. - The Rock Block

"I thought it was a lot of fun! I t was a great way
to get everyone to come out at the beginning of
the year and show their school spirit."
- Kelsey Nelson, junior
,
"It was incredible! Seeing so
many people cheering and supporting Longwood gives me so
much pride in my school."
- Rachel Cave, senior
"It was honestly amazing how many students and
community members participated in the event.
The rally was a huge success, and I think really
set a precedent for the rest of the night."
- Nancy Wright, sophomore
"I thought it was absolutely incredible. I t ' s something very moving about being in a room with hundreds of other people all so excited for the same
thing, our school."
- Skyler Broughman, junior
This segment features a Longwood pertinent question answered by a ran
dom sample of students. Send suggestions
to therotundaonline@gmail.com.

OTUNDA SEEKING
APPLICATIONS
-Business
-Graphic Design
-Website Assistance
-Reporting

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Longwood University

Sept. 1,2010

What Were
You Doing On
August 16?
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Piranha 3-D: " Jaws" Meets "Slither"

COURTNEY JONES

Managing Editor
KEVIN GREEN

August 16 might
have seemed like an ordinary day to some people,
but in the world of music,
it was a day of remembrance. On August 16,
1977, Elvis Presley died.
Elvis Presley was one of
the most popular singers
of the 20m century and
was often known by the
A&E
name "The King" or
COLUMN
"The King of Rock and
Roll."
Why is this important? Because when I
woke up on the morning of August 16,2010
I thought it was just going to be another ordinary summer day. I completely forgot that
it was the anniversary of Elvis's death. Now I
am a fan of Elvis because my parents grew
up with his music, and I've seen quite a few
of his films thanks to the classic film channels. But I didn't know about the significance
of the day until I turned on my computer
and the Internet told me.
When I wandered downstairs, my mother
asked if I would be interested in going to see
the movie "Viva Las Vegas" in a local, historic theater called The Naro. Let's
see... Being able to see one of Elvis's greatest
(in my opinion) films, on the anniversary of
his death, and having recently visited the
same city in which the film is based Yes, I
wanted to go see the film.
So the parents and I piled into the car and
drove into the city. We got our tickets for
"Viva Las Vegas" and even though we ar-

"Cue the curtain
opening and the lights
going down. For me
next 85 minutes, I am
engrossed in a romantic musical movie
from 1964. "Viva Las
Vegas" stars Elvis
Presley and dancer
i Ann-Margret, who
j have unmistakable^
I onscreen chemistry/'
• rived early, there were only a handful of
; seats. The Naro is the place to go to see an
! independent or hard to find classic movie
i that are not shown in mainstream movie
> theaters. The theater has an upstairs balcony
; which is where I sat, and it was definitely an
; experience. Usually I'm looking up at the
! screen but this time I was looking down at it.
There is one big screen that is veiled by an
enormous red curtain, but when the curtains
open, and the lights go down, the movie going experience resembles the excitement of
an earlier era.
Cue the curtain opening and the lights going down. For the next 85 minutes, I am engrossed in a romantic musical movie from
1964. "Viva Las Vegas" stars Elvis Presley
and dancer Ann-Margret, who have unmistakable on-screen chemistry. Presley portrays the character Lucky Jackson, a racecar
driver was goes to Las Vegas to drive in the
city's first Grand Prix. He needs a new engine for his car and he gets the money he
needs in Vegas. After meeting Rusty (AnnMargret) after she has car trouble, Lucky discovers she is the swimming instructor at a
local hotel. While trying to get her attention,
he misplaces the money for his engine.
Lucky has some competition for both winning the race and Rusty in Elmo Mancini, a
fellow driver.
The movie has over 11 musical numbers
including the tide track "Viva Las Vegas,"
which is actually performed twice in the
movie. Most of the songs like "The Lady
Loves Me" create comical scenes where Presley is fighting for Ann-Margret's affection.
Tneir likeness of each other grows after a
helicopter ride around the Hoover Dam, waterskiing, competing in a talent show and
dance in a gymnasium. The culmination of
this relationship occurs just before the Grand
Prix race. The race is a high speed, dangerous course with roads that twist through the
desert. There are numerous crashes and
close calls set to appropriately dramatic music.
I won't spoil the ending for you, but I think
it's pretty easy to guess. I left tne theater with
my parents feeling good for going to see the
movie, which I think I would have enjoyed
even if it wasn't the anniversary of Elvis s
death. I could of done without such a crowded theater, though. So an ordinary day became an interesting one, which are always
the best. Thanks, Elvis!

Rotunda Reporter

A t first
"Piranha 3R glance,
0
D" seems like the kind of film
that would go straight to DVD.
The last Piranha mm was released in 1981, so who really
cares if they make another one?
This is not your a-typical horror/slasher film. It contains all
the key elements: weak storyline, gory drama, and lots and
lots of nudity. What separates
this film from the pack is its
ability to laugh at itself.
"Piranha 3-D" reminds me a
bit of "Slither" because of this.
Just like "Slither," it is not
meant to be taken seriously.
This is evident because we have
a crew that is poking fun at
"Girls Gone Wild." It is also obvious when you have a 10-yearold talking like a stripper. The
story begins with a cameo of
ireyfu as a fisherRichard Dreyfuss
man. Fans of "J
"Jaws" will get a
kick out of seeing this. His
character drops a beer bottle
into Lake Victoria which causes earthquake-like activity.
This spawns thousands of evil
irannas to awaken and eat
im alive. The scene is quite
amusing.
Anotner thing that amused
me is the set-up. It is very similar to the original "Jaws." It's vacation season at the lake and
the party is a bit outrageous.
There's drinking and girls
flaunting their stuff like there's
no tomorrow. For all this partying, they have just a handful
of cops and they have no control over what is taking place.
Our Ghief Brody in tnis in-
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Piranha 3-D is sinking the box office this summer with lots of gore and little storyline to back It up.

stance is Sheriff Forester
(played by Elizabeth Shue). She
must choose between closing
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the town and dealing with the
problem. Naturally (due to financial reasons) she chooses

"pv-»n.-.-1 XSffl Ol y

the long road. This leads to numerous killings and brutal
deaths that most typical slasher

films contain.
"Piranha" is extremely violent. It almost gets to be too
much. There is one scene in
particular near the middle
where it is just a flat-out blood
bath. It drags on way too long,
but again it is not supposed to
be serious. The violence is like
that of old-school slasher films.
It does not look too real, but it
is gory. For those who are not a
big fan of violence, this scene
wul make you queasy. Parents,
wait a few yearsbefore showing
this to your kids.
My other beef was the 3-D.
The screening I went to was
not in 3-D. It has been reported that the film was shot in 2D and then converted to 3-D. If
that is the case, then it was blatantly obvious. There were
shots (particularly early on)
that you could tell were made
just for 3-D. The whole experience then become underwhelming. It makes the 3-D
look like a chip gimmick to get
thrills.
Negatives aside, this was a
fun movie. It is poking fun at
several things including its
genre, previous movies (like
Jaws"), and things in our society. It is also quite entertaining
to see some tne other cameos
like Eli Roth and Christopher
Lloyd. "Piranha 3-D" is the
kind of escapist fun that can
turn a boring Sunday afternoon into a fun, gore-filled
event.
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'Despicable Me* Not Despicable, But Not Great Either
LAURA BETH STRICKER

Copy Editor

S o I went into "Despicable Me"
thinking, "This has Steve Carell in it, so
it has to be good." Well, let's just say I
wasn't all that thrilled. It was a lukewarm animated film, and nothing like
what the Pixar movies have done for
me.
The story behind the movie was a
good, moral message. However, the way
the producers, writers, and others involved were telling the story wasn't the
most effective.
I was pretty confused throughout the
movie. It begins with the shock around
the world - One of the Great Pyramids
of Giza has been stolen. Gru (Carell) is
this evil villain who is trying to get
money from Mr. Perkins (Will Arnett)
at the Evil Bank to hatch a plot to steal
the moon, which will hopefully top the
pyramid heist. Before tne bank loans
nim money, however, Gru has to have
this shrink ray in his possession. Meanwhile, Gru is dealing with the annoyine
and menacing super-villain named
Vector (Jason Seget), as well as these
three adorable gins - Margo (Miranda
Cosgrove), Edith (Dana Gaier), and
Agnes (Elsie Fisher) - who live in Miss
Hattie's (Kristen Wiig) Home for Girls.
The way the story was told was too
iumpy, constantly going back and forth
oetween Gru's cnildhood, the present
day, the girls, Vector, and a whole host

larious. Nefario is this old, crotchety
scientist/physicist whose goal is for Gru
to be the superior evil villain, not a dad
to these adorable litde girls. Also, Gru's
mom (Julie Andrews) is adorable, even
though she comes off as an uncaring,
hard-to-please mother.
In the end, I wasn't totally disappointed with the movie. As it went along, I
got attached to the Minions, the girls,
and eventually Gru. I felt like I got my
$8.50 worth, and I've even considered
buying the soundtrack Hans Zimmer is
a great composer, and Pharrell Williams
isn't too shabby either.
I'm impressed the movie made over
$301 million in a little less than two
months since its release. However, it
doesn't really surprise me, because UniPhoto Courtesyxbcxa
versal Pictures and Illumination EnterEvil vidian Gru (Steve Carell) plots to shrink and steal the moon with help from his Minions.tainment did a good iob with marketing
and appeal-^
of other stories. I must have counted at out suit while he was playing the Wii. ing to a ^ f l
least eight or nine story arcs throughout Gru is supposed to have a Rornanian- y o u n p ^ j ^
the entire movie. Thais a little much for esque accent, but it only makes his audi ^ ^
a 95-minute kids' movie, at least in my speech harder to understand. And Vec- ence, e s p e - H
opinion. I don't think that all these sto- tor's voice, although geeky, was a little daily a u r - ^
ry arcs would faze young kids; I guess too high-pitched for my ears.
ing the sum
Yes, there were funny portions, espe- mer
that's because of my college education.
wher
What was most annoying was the cially the Minions, Dr. Nefario (Russell s c h o o l ' ? ^
over-abundance of bright colors, and Brand) and the girls when Gru adopts out.
extreme difficulty understanding the them and becomes very much like a facharacters' voices. The bright colors in ther to them. The Minions are Gru and
the practically pitch-black theater gave Nefario's henchmen, these little tiny yel- G r a d e : ^ B
me a headache; I couldn't understand low creatures in goggles and overalls. B how more people weren't blinded, espe- But they're really sweet and cute, and
cially with Vector's bright orange work- their "waka-waka" like speech was hi-
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Don't Waste These Four Years-Take Advantage of Every Opportunity
L . been 30 months since I received
my acceptance letter to Longwood and I
still race to check the mailbox everyday
at home as if a letter will be waiting for
me with my fate. College changes you.
From the little things Uke having the
urge to check the mailbox to the nuge
things like choosing a career, who you
are when you are 18 and who you are
when you are 21 is not the same person.
For most people, it's unlike anything
you have ever experienced before. Take
me, for example. I have one older brother. With the exception of a bathroom, I
never had to share. I had my own room,
my own clothes, my own car to drive,
pretty much my own everything. My
mom made dinner every single night of
my childhood, and without a doubt there
would be a hot, home-cooked meal on
the table at exactly 7:30 p.m.
My club meetings were in the morning. I nad a part-time job after school. I
would come home, eat dinner and do my
homework. My weekends were pretty
free. Once I got my homework out of the
way, I had nothing to do except socialize
ana hang out with friends. I had a pretty
worry-free and carefree life.
Then I got to college. And everything changed. I had some random girl
sitting on tne other side of my room. I
had three girls to share a bathroom with.
I had about 40 18-year-olds running up
and down the hall while I was trying to
do my homework. Dinner was at 5:30
p.m., and it was food I had never consumed before. Club meetings were at 7
p.m., and every distraction I could possi-

bly think of to avoid doing schoolwork
was at my fingertips.
I couldnt let my laundry sit in the
dryer—I had to get it right away. There
was no one forcing me to go to my classes. Homework was not written on a
whiteboard everyday. Instead, I had to
check the syllabus to see what was due. I
had no curfew, no parent waiting up for
me. I didn't have to call home when I
was going to be late.
On weekends in high school, I was
usually home around 11 p.m. or midnight. In college, that's when the social
world started. It didn't matter that I was
only 18. It didn't matter that I was coming in at 2, 3 in the morning. I had no
one asking me where I had been, what I
had done.
It wasn't justparties, either. I became
obsessed with The Rotunda. I lived for
this paper. My purpose in life was this
paper. I would work, work, work on my
articles, then scramble to do my homework. I would be getting up two hours
early to do my chemistry homework because I had been too busy the night before writing articles. I was journalist
first, student second, and I was loving it
Being in college was awesome. Until
it wasn't anymore. What I didn't understand and what I think a lot of new college students don't understand is how
easy it is to lose control. It's easy to think
a dass skipped here and a missed assignment ¿here and a couple parties this
weekend is not going to nave an affect on
you in the long run. And with no one
telling you what to do, it's easy to get on
the baa path.
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So why am I sharing all of this with
you? Because there are about 1,000
freshmen on this campus paving their
very own path right now. Making decisions. Shaping who they want to be. In
addition to that, there are roughly 3,000
upperclassman, all who still have the option and ability to make changes and try
something new. Cue the cliche, but its
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bad decisions I made that first year.

NICOLE DALES

The Rotunda would Ilkatoencourage anyone and
everyone to submit props and dropstotharotundaonllnaQgmall.com
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" And everything
changed. I had some random girl sitting on the
other side of my room. I
had three girls to share a
bathroom with. I had
about 40 18-year-olds running up and down the hall
while I was trying to do
my homework"

never too late to change. Even if it's your
last year, join a Greek organization, try a
new club, take a class for fun or volunteer somewhere interesting. Even if you
are really happy with your life, there
could still be room for something that
could change your outlook.
The four years you spend at Longwood really will change who you are,
whether you want it to or not You chose
a career path, find interests and hobbies,
meet new people, find new best friends
and new loves. Don't waste these years.
No, this isn't a "don't go out and party"
order. Nor is it a "be in the library studying every minute it's open" order. Instead, it's a "don't let this opportunity slip
by" suggestion.
You don't want to be sitting on
Wheeler Lawn at graduation, wishin
that you had tried an activity or picke<
up tnat minor. You don't want to be
sending in applications to graduate
school, law school or medical school
wishing you had worked harder in classes to get a higher GPA. We spend way
too much money and way too much
time at the institution to look back with
regret.
Recruitment for Greek life is going
on right now, and for interested freshmen, you will be eligible for spring recruitment in January. If you are interested in community service, the service fraternity Alpha Phi Omega is having some
open nouses next week. There are lots of
opportunities for club sports for those
athletically inclined, ana The Rotunda,
The Rotunda Show and WMLU has opportunities for those who are interested

in print journalism, radio, or television.
For those who want to attend a worship service but cannot make it to a
church, there are a lot of options on campus including Chi Alpha and Baptist
Collegiate Ministries Thursday nights,
Intervarsity Friday nights and Catholic
Campus Ministries Sunday nights. Unity
Alliance and Lancer Productions meet
Tuesday nights, and the Anime Club is
on Wednesday nights.
This is just a brief sampling of the
dozens and dozens of club meetings that
go on every week on campus and in Farmville. Check the bulletin boards around
campus, the weekly activity e-mails, and
FaceDook to find more cluDs. Also, contact the Office of Student Involvement
and Leadership in the Lankford Student
Union to get connected with a club.
Don't be afraid to ask questions, and
don't be afraid to jump in.
If your GPA is struggling a little bit,
there is assistance available. Just because
we are in college we aren't completely
thrown out on our own. Ask professors
for a meeting, attend tutoring sessions,
or go to the Learning Center in the library to get on the rignt track
Don t let your pride run your college
experience into the ground. It's a brandnew year and a brand-new start. Take
advantage of it!

NICOLE DALES

Editor-in-Chief

Safety AdvicefromCampus and Town Police

PRO

Box 2901
Longwood University
Farmville, VA 23909

I quickly turned into someone I didn't like. Someone I didn't want to be. I
was a mess and I learned some difficult
lessons my freshman year. It took me
probably until October or November of
my sophomore year to figure out what I
wanted and start to turn my life around.
Things are going really great right now,
but my GPA and memories reflect the

Phone: 434-395-2120
Fax: 434-395-2237
therotundaonhne@gmail.com
Nicole Dales
Courtney Jones
Meagan Burke tt
Megan Kozich &
Max Duchaine
Laura Beth Strieker
Sarah Schmader &
Michelle Moodhe
Corey Morris
Brooke Brennan &
Semein Washington
Ben Maitland
Hannah Lawrence
Matt Orben &
Alex Goard
Crissy Field

Crime and violence is inevitable and even the
safest of towns can be at risk No place is totally
safe, but there are ways students can protect themselvesfromhigh-risk situations. Longwood Chief
of Police Bob Beach and Farmville Chief of Police
Doug Mooney have some adviceforstudents.
"At any given time or place there can be bad
people with bad intentions at place. There are not
enough policeman to make sure there is someone
watching to make sure you are safe every minute
of the timer said Beach.
Beach sad they do have a very good process of
keeping people safe. Twenty-four hours a day
there is an officer within the triangle on foot.
There is an officer out in a cruiser looking at
apartments. Farmville has officers out as well.
"We are constantly working together. On this particular case, his people ana my people have been
working together we have people of interest already identified and I'm homing we will have a
quick resolution of those case.
Beach said that although they put those people
in jail that doesn't mean tomorrow or next week
some other bad person wouldn't come to town
and lodefora crime of opportunity.
"There was a group of young men who snuck
onto campus and waited till dark and there was
not a lot of activity going on. They were looking to
cause: 1trouble. Maybe tney could rob this young

man. Whatever it was that was a crime of opportunity? said Beach.
Beach said the two people were in a lit area, and
they were right outside the dorm. They engaged
in a brief conversation and suddenly the group attacked the young man.
"Being aware of your surroundings. Locking
your doors, locking your cars. Make sure you stay
in a good area," suggested Mooney
Beach said they are trying to figure ways to
make it safer. He added, "I see young people every
night walking with ear buds in not paying attention to what's going around. I've literally nad students walkinto me while testing. You've got to be
aware of your surroundings.
"As this has occurred we have had several students say, 'I saw these guys as such and such time
and I didn't think they looked right.' I've heard
this story a 100 times. We want to think we are
safe. We contemplate in our head for 20 minutes
should we call someone and trying to justify it,"
said Beach.
Beach added, "If your gut tells you something
about that call someone. If anyone ever receives a
short answerfroma dispatcher let me know. If an
officer shows up and berates them, let me know. I
will not stand for that." Mooney said the same
thing about the town of Farmville Police Department
Beach said if you see someone being beat up, dial 911.
"Walk with your cell phone in your hand. Have

911 already dialed or Longwood police already
programmed so if you need to just hit send. You
dont need to wait for someone to catch up with
you. You can call us and say your concerned," said
Mooney.
Mooney added, "If you call, stay on the phone
until an officer arrives. Most cases the dispatcher
is going to ask you to stay on the phone and if they
don't ask them to stay on the phone with you.
Don't hang up the phone. Even if something nappens, dont hang up the phone. Drop the pnone,
lay it down, just don't hang up.
Campus Police can be reached at 434-495-2091.

Rotunda Editorial Policy:
Editorials, Letters to the Editor and/or Online
Comments are viewed by The Rotunda editorial
board before publication. All are encouraged
and become property of The Rotunda upon reception. Submissions from anonymous sources
MAY be piinted with approval of the editorial
board after analysis. Letters or comments that
distastefully attack individuals or organizations,
or use excessive inappropriate language will not
be printed. Determinations are made solely by
The Rotunda editorial staff and faculty
adviserfs).

2010 Outstanding First Year
Student Advocates
On behalf of the Class of 2013, the Office of First Year Experience is pleased
to announce the 2010 class of Outstanding First Year Student Advocates:
Faculty and Staff
Ms. Pam Arilin
Ms. Susan Bag by
Mr. M. Anthony BrumTield
- Or. David Buckalew
• Mr. Don Butter
Ms. Mary Carrotl-Hsckett
• Or. Craig Chai lanciar
• Or. Cheryl Davis
Ms. Erin Davina
• Or. Mark Fink

• Ms. Malinda Fowikas
• Or. Bill Harbour
• Ms. Sarah Hobgood
• Or. Eric Laws
• Ms. Elian Masters
• Dr. Susan McGowan
• Dr. Jaka Milne
• Ms. Kate Morgan
• Ms Batty PaNetier
• Or. Kan Parkins

Ma Kate Planow
Mr. CJ Roberts
Ma Mary Meade Saunders
Ma Hadley Sporbert
Ma Rebecca Sturgill
Ma Branda Thompson
Or. Larissa Tracy
Dr. Bannie Waller
Ma Stacey Wilkerson

Students
Ms. Kandra Bush
- Ms. Calile Darting
Ms. Nlchoia Eaton
Ms. Emma Graham
Ms. Hannah H Hi
Ms. Amanda Hoiman

Ms. Jsmeka Jonas
Mr. Donald Knight
Ms. Ashlay Lauar
Ms. Katie Mann
Ms. Megan O'Laughlen
Ms. Lindsay Piper

Ma Janna Pltasnbarger
Ma Kriatan Roth
Ms. Maria Soitven
Ma Lucia 8immons
• Ms. Sydney Thompson
Ms. Emily Van Oaniker

Jeff Halliday

Tit Rotunda is a student volunteer organization aimed at informing you (the students) on the issues going on in and around die
campus of Longwood University. GET INVOLVED!
l b inquire about a position with Tbt Rotunda please e-mail us at
therotundaonUne@gmaiLcofn or attend a weekly Thursday Night
meeting at 7 p.m. in die Lankford Student Union "B" Room.
Want to be HEARD?! Submit your opinions via e-mail in a Word
document to Tbi Rotunda Editorial Board each week by 9 pan. Friday
night for review for the next week's issue. The staff encourages student participation!

These faculty, staff and studants were nominated by currant first year students as
individuals who hava made a positive contribution to their Longwood experience thus far.
These Advocates ure dedicated to the success of the freshman class and go above and
beyondtomake positive and meaningful connections through their Interactions. Many
Advocates have no Intention of Impacting the lives of these students but their actions have not
gone unnoticed.
Pleas* Join us in congratulating the 2010 data of
Outatandlng First Year Student Advocates.
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Missed Opportunities and Mistakes Do-in Lancers In Match with Ball State
KEVIN GREEN

Rotunda Reporter

T H e Longwood Lancers' field hockey program is relatively young.
Last season the Lancers finished 10-11 ana are looking for more.
Their game against the Ball State Cardinals on Friday, August 27th,
was a game of firsts: The first game of the season, as well as the first
in a series of challenges. It was also a game they could have won.
Longwood was able to do more than keep up with the Cardinals;
they gave the Ball State Cardinals a run for their money.
Tne Lancers lost in overtime to the Cardinals when Devanny Kuhn
scored with just under four minutes left. It ended a game in which
the Lancers had all but controlled. The Lancers had a good offensive
rush going for much of the game. They found themselves in the circle quite frequently and put up 14 shots compared to just nine for the
Cardinals. Yet they failed to put up enough stats where it counts the
most - the scoreboard.
The Lancers' offensive pressure started early in the first half. They
consistently got into Ball State territory with great movement ana
passing. Yet it was Ball State that got the initial goal in the seventh
minute following a Lancer turnover. That was the theme of the day
as a couple of huge errors cost the Lancers the win. Following that
goal, Kimberly Sullivan knotted it up when she scored off of senior
Lauren Van De Kamp's pass. The scoring did not stop there. Baill
State immediately responded as Hannah Jones gave the Cardinals the
lead. Longwood had several nice set-ups for potential goals before
the half was over, but nothing happened.
Down 2-1 in the second half, the Lancers showed resilience as Sullivan scored again to even it up. From there, the game turned a bit
sloppy as neither team could really control the situation. Both Ball
State and Longwood had chances on penalty corners, but both netminders made tremendous saves. At one point, Longwood goalie
Branch Mixell came out to deflect a shot, leaving the goal wide open.
Van De Kamp reached out to deny the potential Cardinal goal. While
the Longwood attack went dormant for a few minutes, Ball State
looked to capitalize. The Cardinals had a few good opportunities in
the closing minutes, but nothing went through.
In overtime, the Lancers dominated play once again. Van De

Kamp, who led the
Lancers in shots, had
some golden opportunities that just fell flat. After just over eleven minutes, it appeared a second overtime was imminent when Ball State
broke free. They created
a two-on-one situation
where
neither
the
Lancer defender nor
Mixell could do any
thing about it
Coach Iain Byers feels
optimistic, despite the!
loss. He felt this was a
strong performance by
the Lancers, but they
have some things to
work on. Their ball
Photo by Soph* Sheton
movement has im- Longwood Lancers'field hockey plan to try new things this season
turned
and
proved, but they need
scored
to
give
Longwood
the
2-0
advantage.
Siena
closed
the
gap
to
to work on finishing. In order to move forward, Byers will adapt a litone
with
a
goal
in
the
27th
minute.
The
Lancers
scored
again
when
tle bit and try some new things in the upcoming games. He felt this
first game was a strong starting point and the team is on the right freshman Allison Solan made her first career goal in her first start to
put Longwood up 3-1.
path.
Van de Kamp opened the second half with a bang when she scored
Following their defeat against Ball State, the Lancers beat Siena
College 6-2 on Tuesday afternoon at the Athletics Complex in Far- on a penalty stroke. Senior Andrea Bastiaanse extended the lead to
mville. Senior Lauren van de Kamp scored a pair of goals, including 5-1 on yet another god. Brittanny Moran scored for the Saints to cut
the lead to 5-2 but junior Amanda Babineau scored the final goal on
one on a penalty stroke, to lead the Lancers offense.
"We executed much better in front of the goal this afternoon," said a pass from junior Alison Akers right in front of the net to make the
Byers. "Our ball movement was good. We're happy with the result, final score 6-2.
Longwood returns to the field on Saturday, Sept. 4, when it hosts
but we know there is always room for improvement
lOth-ranked
Duke University of the ACC at 1 p.m. at the Athletics
Longwood scored in the sixth minute when van de Kamp took a
pass from junior Olga Knop on the left side of the cage and made it Complex in Farmville. (Information for Siena match from longinto the net. The Lancers padded their lead in the 23rd minute when wooalancers.com)
senior Kimberly Sullivan snatched a rebound in front of the cage,

Women's Soccer Starts Year with Three Wins, Two Losses
BEN MAITLAND

Sports Editor

Senior Captain Lauren Trinza scored three goals on penalty kicks. Photo courtesy of kmgwoodtancers.com

DOMINO'S PIZZA
New sauce.
New crust.
New cheese.

Now accepting
Lancer Cash!
Student Value Menu: Just $7.99
Large 1 topping pizza
Medium 2 topping pizza
Small 1 topping pizza & 20 oz. Coke
Any ohioken & bread
Any 2 breads

OPEN REALLY, REALLY LATE!
Mo nday - Thursday
Friday & Saturday
Sunday

2 AM
3 AM
1 AM

For coupons or to order online go to

www.TB rm vi I ledo nu nos .co m.

Become a fan of Domino'a Pizza - Farmville, Virainja on
Faoebook to hear about our specials right away or just cal

(434)392-3000.

Longwood University's
women's soccer team came up one
goal short of victory Sunday, Aug.
22 against the University of Richmond Spiders. The Spiders scored
several minutes into the second
half and that was all they needed to
hang on for a 1 -0 victory. It was the
Lancers' second loss of the season,
the first coming at Virginia Commonwealth University on Aug. 20
where the ladies lost 2-1../^though
the team fell just shy of victory, the
turnout for the match was unprecedented.
The first home match of the
fall season was designated as The
GAME (Greatest Athletics March
Ever). Prior to the Lancers taking
the field, a pep rally was held in
Willett Hall to amp up the crowd
before a march to the Athletics
Complex, which houses the soccer
field. According to longwoodlancers.com, over 1,300 spectators
were on hand to see the matchup
between Richmond and Longwood.
The ladies team, led by Head
Coach Todd Dyer, held tough in a
physical and emotionally-charged
performance. Richmond maintained control of the ball early in
the first half, chipping away at the
Lancers defense, as two Longwood
players were sidelined with injury.
A couple of goal attempts by the
Spiders sailed wide of tne net, as
did several for Longwood. The
score was deadlockedat 0-0 at the
end of the half.
As the second half got underway, Richmond again came close
to scoring twice with 40:40 and
39:45 left in the match, respectively. Good timely defense by the

Lancers kept the Spiders at bay.
Richmond's Becca Wann finally
broke through and scored witn
35:54 left. Time was called when
Longwood goalkeeper Marcia Biddie went down injured about a
minute and a half later with 34:19
left. Off-sides was called on the
Lancers at the 30:00 mark, stifling
a scoring opportunity. Replacement goalkeeper Kyra Byron made
seven saves after replacing Biddle.
The Lancers had two good scoring
opportunities back-to-back late in
the going, but the first shot was
blocked and the second attempt
sailed wide. The Spiders took tne
contest 1-0.
"I liked the fight our team
showed," said Coach Dyer of the
Richmond match. "We were competitive in the first half and they
started to push us back in the second half. I think the depth of their
team gradually caught up with us.
We couldn't quite match them
physically in the second half
Longwood played again Friday, Aug. 27 at home against the
University of Maryland-Baltimore
County (UMBC), this time coming away with a 3-0 victory. The
Lancers came out on the attack
gaining a 1-0 lead when Kelsey
Pardue scored the first goal in the
12th minute with the assist from
Nikki Glisson. It was her first goal
as a collegiate player. Just under a
minute later, the Lancers extended
it to 2-0 as Lindsey Ottavio's kick
found the net after the assist from
Kacie Oliver. Longwood held the
2-0 advantage at the half.
Longwood held steady and
continued to pressure UMBC in
the second half, not allowing a shot
attempt from the Retrievers the
entire 45 minutes. The Lancers
tacked on their third goal late in
the going when Ottavio scored her

second goal of the match unassisted
"I thought we played well
enough to win," said Dyer following tne win. "We played some
good attacking soccer. I think the
trick for us right now is to slow
down the tempo, sometimes.
Overall, first win, first shutout,
first home goal, we're excited about
all of it"
The Lancers rounded out a busy
first week of games by defeating
South Carolina State University 31 on a bright and hot Sunday afternoon. The victory came on the annual Joshua Bolt Day. During a
pre-game ceremony, the Lancers
dedicated the match against the
Lady Bulldogs to Joshua, the son of
Kyle and Jennifer Bolt, who turned
nine years old yesterday. He successfully battles cerebral palsy,
condition that affects the brain.
South Carolina struck first on a
;oal by Olivia Moore with 35: 27
eft in first half. The Bulldogs'
goalie Mariah Hebbe, received a
red card at 11:47 and had to exit
the match. The Lancers followed
that with their first score as Glisson received the ball from Jessica
Varela for her first collegiate goal
with 32:18 remaining in the first
half. With 28:27 remaining, Ottavio scored the go-ahead and
eventual game-winning goal. The
score stayed 2-1 until the half.
Ottavio scored her second goal
of the day early in the second half
with an assist from Pardue. It was
Ottavio's second-straight two-goal
effort. That was more than enough
as the Lancers cruised from there,
winning their second match in a
row. Through four matches, the
ladies currently hold a record of 2-

f
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Men's Soccer Set to Begin Season
BEN MAITLAND

Sports Editor

Longwood University's men's soccer team is coming off a so-so year in 2009-10. They finished 2009 with a
6-12-2 record while going 5-2 at home at the Athletics Complex. The Lancers had a 2-2 mark in the Atlantic
Soccer Conference, where they will compete again this season.
Sixth-year head coach Jon Atkinson and second-year assistant coach Eduardo de Souza return to lead the
team and return seven starters among 14 letter-winners. Atkinson and de Souza welcome seven new players
who look to make this season a positive one. Coach Atkinson laid out expectations for the upcoming year.
"A good general snapshot is that we're going to be more balanced this year," said Atkinson. "I think the squad
is a pretty good even-keeled bunch of players. The seven returners have definitely had a year under theiroelt
and nave matured."
Some of the key players who Atkinson hopes will step up include senior captain Harvey Headley, who will
bear most of the pressure to fight for goals. Patrick McDaniel and Shane Johnson will also prove critical. Atkinson said the two would act as The twin towers of the back" once the season gets underway.
Atkinson talked about improving players like Michael Tegler, who Atkinson described as a player who can
give the Lancers a lot of width on tne right-hand side. He described Vinnie Liana as a player who works both
sides of the ball. Atkinson also said Parker Arnold would act tenacious in the middle of the field, and Adel Sarras would use great skill in the middle that can unlock defenses of opposing teams.
Longwood has played two exhibition matches thus far, against Lynchburg College and Loyola University.
Atkinson commented on how the team has looked thus far. "I think the first game is always hard to get a real
gauge," he said. "You're coming off two weeks of preseason. You're thrust into a different environment with a
tot of different feces. I thought the hunger was there, the desire to do well. We've got to be mindful of starting
well We can't afford to put ourselves on the back foot If you look at the statistics, the teams who score first are
generally the ones who win."
The Lancers open their 2010 campaign today, Sept. 1, as they travel to Richmond to take on the University of
Richmond Spider» at 6 p.m.
,
Atkinson talked about what to expect as the regular season starts off. Focus and consistency. I think we ve
shown how we can do a very good job on the ball. We've got to be focused off the ball and show more anticipation and make sure the basic boxes are checked. We know in Division 1, its fast and furious," he said.
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The Second
Coming of The
GAME?

#16 Lindsey Ottavio
Sport: Soccer
Position: Forward

Hometown Store

Come to
Sears for all your

Height: 5-7

BEN MAITLAND

Sports Editor

Class: Sophomore

Back to
Campus Needs
Wednesday, August 25th thru Wednesday, September 15th, 2010

Hometown:
Fairfax, Va.
High School:
W.i. Woodson

OF
is a second-year team member.
THE Ottavio
She leads the women's soccer team
with five goals scored already this sea-
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son, including two straight matches
with two goals scored. Those matches
were against University of MarylandBaltimore County (UMBC) and South
Carolina State last weekend, where
Longwood won both contests. She is
majoring in kinesiology, including a
concentration in exercise science.
-Compiled by Ben Maitland

Quick Hit: Women's Soccer
Beats VMI
The Lancers won a third consecutive
women's soccer match Tuesday night, earning a 4-0 shutout against Virginia Military Institute (VMI) from the Big South Conference
at the Athletics Complex in Farmville. The
Lancers scored three goals on penalty kicks,
all by senior captain Lauren Trizna. With the
win, Longwood improved its record to 3-2
this season and will return to the field this
weekend on Sunday, Sept. 5, at Long Island
University in Brooklyn, New York beginning
at 12 p.m.
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Mabq itour own ROTUNDA Contest
POUR EASY STEPS TO WIN GREAT PRIZES!
1. "Ube* wwwifKtbo4b.com/onnuol0ivina
2. Maba o Rotunda symbol out of any obfoct
(appropriate motor tall only!)

AVAILABLE AT
THIS STORE LOCATION ONLY

FARMVILLE
1425 C. S. MAIN ST.
FARMVILLE, VA 23901
434-315-5555

3. Tabo a picture and o-maff to
aoHabfrlonowood.edu
4. Winners will receive a prist!
I* plaa* • $23 Bamoi & Mob)« Gift Card
T * plac« - S O l u b w a y Gtft Card
t* piac« - Longwood Prt*« Pat!«

• t a b « * * « ot « t r y p«Nn*
pa«« and offtctaluxtulK.
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"What worked was how
the timeline of pep rally,
the march and the eventual
soccer match unfolded.
enteen the year before.
The women's soccer team surely benefited
from the event, even though they dropped the
match against University of Richmond 1-0. The
added interest from the Longwood community
was good to see. I think only positive vibes could
come from trying this with basketball. With a few
tweaks, the first men's or women's basketball
home contest could be quite the show. Here's what
I would do:
What worked was how the timeline of pep
rally, the march and the eventual soccer match
unfolded. 1 like those basic steps to get the crowd
on their feet and energized. Energy is everything
when it comes to a rally and a march. It also still
has to be outside (This was the original plan two
Sundays ago, but was scrapped due to threat of
rain).
However, there needs to be a new rally point
within walking distance of Willett Hall. The area
on Brock Commons closest to High Street (Near
the fountain, Grainger, Lancaster, etc.) would be
my choiceforsuch a gathering. Someone captivating and capable of firing up a crowd would be
needed.
If basketball does indeed get a rally/march for
November, Head Men's Coach Mike Gillian
would be a good choice for a speaker. From there,
the crowd could march the short distance to Willett Hall. Some type of crowd control would still
be necessary, however, due to the limited seating
in the gym.

"Can the same type of
concept be applied to another sport like
basketball?

//
I\

There's a line at the
end of the film
"Casablanca," in which
Humphrey Bogart says
to Captain Renault, "I
think this is the beginning of a beautiful
friendship" I think the
same can be said about
what is a possible new
tradition here at Longwood University.
SPORTS
I'm talking about
The GAME (Greatest
COLUMN
Athletics March Ever)
that was held for the first
time Sunday, Aug. 22 which boasted over 1,300
students,facultyand staff in attendance. The word
is that another such event is already being
planned for next year, due to the belief in the concept of The GAME.
But I have a question. Can the same type of
concept be applied to another sport like basketball? Basketball is the most popular sport around
this university year in and year out. The new season is just around the corner and I would like to
see the same effort applied to generating hype for
the basketball campaign. Lord knows they need it,
coming off a disappointing year in 2009-10 where
they managed to win only twelve games after sev-
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There has to be some improvements in the
chants and the overall execution of the rally. I
know The GAME was the first time something
like this had been attempted, but there was not
enough material to cover the entirety of the rally
from start to finish. There were instances where
the students leading the cheers and chants were
struggling to come up with catchy phrases. Something concrete is needed to keep the crowd interested and motivated
Head Coach Dyer of the women's soccer team
offered a passing grade to The GAME concept
saying, "I was blown away. I was a student here a
long time ago. I've been coaching here 17 years
now and have never seen anything like that. To
see it come off the way it did, the turnout, the energy, the passion, the spirit, it was addictive. I
hope it is something we can do again for other
sports and for other groups on campus. I hope we
can repeat that or come close to it"
Dr. Tim Pierson examined The GAME in a
different light, tying in an academics angle. "A big
part of the goal was to really develop some Lancer
pride with our athletic teams," said Pierson. "Ultimately, it centers on student success. How do we
help students fed good about the place? I thought
someone gave a great message by saying have a
great time, win the game tonight and be ready for
class tomorrow. That's the key. In terms of the
turnout for the students it was fantastic. Traditions are really what hold a place together."
This is still all speculation on my part, but two
months is enough time to plan accordingly for
this. Having a second coming of The GAME associated with basketball would be well worth the effort. With that being said, allow me to welcome
back all Longwood students. It's going to be a
good year.

• • • • • •
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A LONGWOOD UNIVERSITY AUTUMN CALENDAR OF EVENTS
From current events to concerts, from art exhibits to theatre, from corporate success stories
to stimulating lectures, there is something for everyone this year at Longwood University.
All events are free and open to the public except where noted.
Visit www.longwood.edu for updated information.

August 20

October 17

(Friday)

November 13 (Saturday)

(Sunday)

Fall LCVA art exhibition opening, featuring Seeds of the Past: The Keith

Faculty recital featuring flutist Elizabeth Brightbill and guests. 3 p.m.,

Senior voice recital featuring Jennifer Irby and Jennifer Maynard.

Kiaee Collection of American Art from the ifijos and 1940t. Opening

Moinar Recital Hall, Wygal Hall. Information: 395.2504.

7:30 p.m., Moinar Recital Hall, Wygal Hall. Information: 395.2504.

October 19

November 14

reception, 6 - 8 p.m., Longwood Center for the Visual Arts, Main
and Third streets. Information:.395.2206.

August 29

(Sunday)

(Tuesday)

(Sunday)

Art for Lunch: Art historian Lisa Dorrill"provides an introduction to

Senior voice recital featuring Bryan Axaon. 4 p.m., Moinar Recital Hall,

Depression-era art in honor of Seeds of the Past: The Keith Kissee Collection

Wygal Hall. Information: 395.2504.

Opening reception for Letters from Camp: Art Made at Camp Unity.

of American Art from the ifjos and 1940s. 12:30 p.m.. Lower Level,

2 - 3 p.m., Lower Level, Longwood Center for the Visual Arts, Main and

Longwood Center for the Visual Arts, Main and Third streets.

November 17

Third streets. Information: 395.2206.

Information: 395-2206.

Jazz Concert featuring Ensemble B. 7 p.m., Moinar Recital Hall, Wygal

(Wednesday)

Hall. Information: 395.2504.

August 2 9 (Sunday)

October 19 (Tuesday)

Senior flute recital featuring Jackie Stem. 4 p.m., Moinar Recital Hall,

Sankofa Lecture. William Dunn, '91, author of Broken Wings and executive

Wygal Hall. Information: 395.2504.

director of the Lifting As We Climb Foundation, will address "How You

Tulpan will be presented for the General Education Film Series.

Can Change Your Community." 7 p.m., Orr Auditorium, Hull Education

7 p.m., Room 204, Wygal Hall, information: 395.2193.

September 8

November 17

(Wednesday)

Center. Information: 395.2051.

(Wednesday)

November 18

Crude will be presented for the General Education Film Series. 7 p.m.,
Lower Level, Longwood Center for the Visual Arts, Main and Third

October 20

(Thursday)

Art for Lunch: Parker C. Agelasto, who served as guest co-curator

(Wednesday)

for

,

The Eclipse will be presented for the General Education Film Series.

Seeds of the Past: The Keith Kissee Collection of American Art from the 1930s

7 p.m., Room 204, Wygal Hall. Information: 395.2193.

and 1940s, will present a gallery talk about the exhibition. 12:30 p.m.,

Faculty Recital featuring Jennifer C-apaldo, voice, and Lisa Kinzer, piano.

October 23

streets. Information: 395.2206.

7 p.m., Moinar Recital Hall, Wygal Hall. Information: 395.2504.

A Free Family Workshop: Mexico's Celebration of Life. 10 a.m. - noon,

streets. Information: 395.2206.

September 12

Lower Level, Longwood Center for the Visual Arts, Main and Third

(Sunday)

September 17 (Friday)

(Saturday)

Lower Level, Longwood Center for the Visual Arts, Main and Third

November 21

streets. Information: 395.2206.

Percussion Ensemble Concert. 4 p.m., Moinar Recital Hall, Wygal Hall.

(Sunday)

Information: 395.2504.

Rock The Block. A community event featuring music, food, giveaways,
and fireworks. 5:30-9 p.m., Longwood Landings at Midtown Square.

O c t o b e r 2 5 (Monday)

Information: 395.2694.

Brazilian Choir Concert. 7:30 p.m., Farmville United Methodist Church,

November 22

212 High Street. Information: 395.2504.

University Men's and Women's Choir Concert. 7:30 p.m., Moinar Recital

September 28

(Monday)

Hall, Wygal Hall. Information: 395.2504.

(Tuesday)

Chamber Music Concert: Daedalus String Quartet with guest clarinetist

October 26

Ethan Sloane. 7:30 p.m., Moinar Recital Hall, Wygal Hall.

Chamber Music Concert featuring pianist Evan Mack. 7:30 p.m.,

December 1

Information: 395.2504.

Moinar Recital Hall, Wygal Hall. Information: 395.2504.

Wednesdays with Women & Gender Studies. "Those are fighting words!

September 29

October 28

(Tuesday)
(Wednesday)

Gendered microaggression and YOU," will be presented by Dr. Maureen

(Wednesday)

Walls-McKay, associate director of the Counseling Center and assistant

(Thursday)

Burma 17 will be presented for the General Education Fdm Series. 7 p.m.,

Wind Symphony Concert. 7:30 p.m., Auditorium, Jarman Hall.

Lower Level, Longwood Center for the Visual Arts, Main and Third

Infoimation: 395.2504.

psychology, and Dr. Donald Fleming, assistant professor of education.
The lecture will reveal their research findings of "microaggression," or more

streeu. Information: 395.2206.

October 30
September 30, October 1-3 & 7-10

(Thursday-Sunday)

professor of psychology, Dr. Stephanie Buchert, associate professor of

subde forms of aggression grounded in discrimination based upon gender,

(Saturday)

5K Run/Walk. Benefit event for the Farmville Fire Department and

Longwood Theatre will present Our Town by Thornton Wilder. Directed

Farmville Library. $10 before September 15, $15 until October 29,

by Gene Muto. Thursday-Saturday performances at 7 p.m. and Sunday

$20 day of race. 9 a.m., Lankfoid Student Union. Information: 395.2457.

sexuality, race, and other core aspects of identity. 3 p.m., Room 2 0 9 B , ,
Greenwood Library. Information: 395.2230.

December 1-3 (Wednesday-Friday)

matinees at 3 p.m. General admission: $8; Longwood faculty/staff, senior

Longwood Theatre will present SantaUtnd Diaries and Season's Greetings.

citizens, and students from other schools/colleges: $6; Longwood students:

November 3

$5. Advance reservations are recommended. Mainstage Theatre, Center for

Wednesdays with Women & Gender Studies. Dr. Jennifer Miskec, assistant

Adapted for the stage by Joe Mantello from David Sedaris' Holiday Tales.

Communication Studies and Theatre, Franklin & Race streets. Box Office

professor of English, will present "Oh, go to hell... !* The Construction

Wednesday through Friday performances at 7 p.m. General admission: $8;

hours are noon to 5 p.m. Wednesday through Friday and one hour prior to

of the Female Cusser m Teenage Literature," an examination of cussing as

Longwood faculty/staff, senior citizens, and students from other schools/

show times. Box Office: 395.2474 or boxoffice@longwood.edu

it appears in Nick and Norah's Infinite Playlist, Rainbow Party, and other

colleges: $6; Longwood students: $5. Advance reservation» are recommended.

popular teen novels, with a special focus on the gendered construction

Mainstage Theatre, Center for Communication Studies and Theatre,

October 1 (Friday)

of the female cusser. 3 p.m., Room 209B, Greenwood Library.

Franklin & Race streeu. Box Office hours are noon to 5 p.m. Wednesday

Friends of the Library Event. Award-winning fiction author Emilie

Information: 395.2230.

through Friday and one hour prior to show times. Box Office: 395.2474

(Wednesday)

or boxoffice0longwood.edu.

Richards will discuss her works. Richards is author of more than 60 fiction
novels focusing on family and romance. 6 p.m. reception; 7 p.m. lecture;

November 3

8 p.m. book signing. Atrium, Greenwood Library. Information: 395.2431.

Frank Qiu, CEO, Evergreen Enterprises, Inc. and Ting Xu, President,

December 3 8c 4

Evergreen Enterprises, Inc. of Richmond, will speak as part of the

Holiday Dinner and Concert. 6:30 p.m., Dorrill Dining Hall. Tickets will

Executive-in-Residence lecture series for the College of Business and

be available after October 15. Information: 395.2504.

October 4

(Monday)

(Wednesday)

Longwood Authors Series. Poet Rebecca Foust, author of All That Gorgeous

Economics. 7 p.m., Room 207/auditorium, Hiner Hall.

Pitiless Song, will discuss her works. 8 p.m., Moinar Recital Hall,

Information: 395.2045.

December 4

November 6
Jazz Concert featuring Ensembles A & B. 7:30 p.m., Auditorium, Jarman

(percussion). 7:30 p.m., Moinar Recital Hall, Wygal Hall.

Hall. Information: 395.2504.'

Information: 395.2504.

October 6

November 8-11

(Wednesday)

Wednesdays with Women & Gender Studies. Dr. Kristin Welch, assistant

I

Level, Longwood Center for the Visual Arts, Main and Third streeu.

(Saturday)

Senior recital featuring Thomas Mason (voice) and Katie Hancock

(Tuesday)

(Saturday)

A Free Family Workshop: Winter Wonderland 10 a.m. - noon, Lower

Wygal Hall. Information: 395.2159.

October 5

(Friday, Saturday)

Information: 395.2206.

December 16

(Thursday)

Roy Clark in Concert. 2 p.m., Auditorium, Jarman Hall. Tickets available
(Monday-Thursday)

after October 15. Information: 395.2474.

Community Art Workshop. "Painting Techniques with Collage: From Line

professor of English, will present "I Stand in Good Relation to the Earth."

6c Shape to Complex Surfaces" by Ursula Burgess. Co-sponsored by Central

Dr. Welch is author of Women with the Good News': The Rhetorical Heritage

Virginia Arts and the LCVA 9:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m., Monday -Thursday,

of Pentecostal Holiness Women Preachers, which explores the relationship

Lower Level, Longwood Center for the Visual Arts, Main and Third streets.

between place, gender, and ethos for Pentecostal women preachers.

Fee and registration required. Information: 395.2206

3 p.m., Room 209B, Greenwood Library. Information: 395.2230.

November 8
October 6

(Wednesday)

"Local Communities, Global Connections: The Effects of Immigration
on Southsidc Virginia." A forum to examine the impact of Hispanic/Latino
immigration on Southsidc Virginia. Patricia Strait, chair of human
resources at the University of Richmond, will address the challenges and
opportunities of immigration in the United Sates and a panel of
community leaders wilt address the local impact of immigration on the
•

economy and local resources. 7-8:30 p.m., Virginia Room, Blackwell Hall.
Information: 395.2394.

October 7

(Monday)

Camerata Choral Concert, 7:30 p.m., Farmville United Methodist Church,
212 High Street. Information: 395.2504.

November 10 (Wednesday)

Please remember that all events are subject to cancellation and

Longwood Authors Series. Rahna Reiko Rizzuto, novelist and memoirist,

change. Please visit tvww.longivood.edu for updated information.

will discuss her works. Rizzuto is author of Hiroshima in the Morning.

Visitor parking is available in several locations on campus.

8 p.m., Moinar Recital Hall, Wygal Hall. Information: 395.2159.

For more information, contact the Department of Public Safety

November 11-14 & 18-21

(Thursday-Sunday)

Longwood Theatre will present Eurydice by Sarah Ruhl. Directed by
Pamela Arkin. Thursday-Saturday performances at 7 p.m. and Sunday

(Thursday)

Duo Piano Recital featuring Lisa Kinzer and Jim Kidd. 7:30 p.m.,
Moinar Recital Hall, Wygal Hall Information: 395.2504.

matinees at 3 p.m. General admission: $8; Longwood faculty/staff, senior

at sps,2opi. Persons with disabilities who wish to arrange
accommodations or material in an alternative format may call

434-39S-2391 (Voice) or 711

(TT).

citizens, and students from other schools/colleges: $6; Longwood students:
$5. Advance reservations are recommended. Mainstage Theatre, Center for

October 17

Communication Studies and Theatre, Franklin & Race streets Box Office

(Sunday)

Highlightsfromthe Annual Area Youth Art Exhibition. Opening reception
and awards ceremony. 2:30 - 4 p.m., Hull Education Center.
Information: 395.2206.

-

hours are noon to 5 p.m. Wednesday through Friday and one hour prior
to show times. Box Office: 395.2474 or boxoffice^longwood-edu
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